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?HBFACS 
"hio study eslbodies a s imple approach t o the recurrence 
rslattons between single and product aoosnta of order statistics 
f roa truncated and noa-trunoated oontinuous distribut lone* ?ho 
distribut ions tinder consideration are : iSibuli, iogintlo, 
Exponent lal t £*plaoe and General ls»d gasna, 
""be noxle contained in this thesis i s spread over in five 
chapters. A comprehensive bibliography has boon given in the 
•ndf which se have gratefully ooneolted tvon different sources 
during our research. 
Chapter 19 is an introductory chapter in which «e have 
developed eoae concepts whioh may be helpful to grasp the 
ideas contained in subsequent ohaptsre. 
In chapter II, general reodta for single and prodnot 
nooents of order statistics fron non-truncated and doubly-
truncated sibu 11 distribution have been obtained, shloh oan be 
used to obtain noasnts of order statistloe for positive as 
wsll as negative orders and for momenta of quotient
 f ratio 
{ II ) 
and product of t*o order etati«?tie» of varying ordere. 
In chapter HI, a method for obtaining o ingle and prodoo* 
raoaentu of order statist ioa drawn from aysnrtrically truncated 
( Q •» 1-P ) logietio distribution have boon obtained and the 
fttothod to calculate moan** oovarlanoeB and «»i$ate for Boat 
Linear Unbiased Batisators (BLEB) and their variance e have 
been dlecuaned. 
In chapter IV, single and product oosients of order at at la-
tioe in randoa eagles drawn fron doubly-truncated Laplace 
distribution in terae of aoaanta of exponential distribution 
hnve been obtained. 
Al«o# the neane and oovorianaeo have been tabulated for 
n • l(X)XOf o • 0.05(0.05)0.25 and P - 0.95 (-0.05)0.15 and 
coefficients and variance© of SiUS of location and scale 
parameter* are given for eymetrioaily truncated distribution 
( Q * l - P ) . 
Finally In the last caaptert ire bare considered generalised 
gamm distribution and have obtained recurrence relation* 
between aomentn of order statistic© and it hae been ehovn here 
( i n ) 
that the resultu obtained by Joshl and BoXakritbnaa (1982) 
tnt airoct oonf»Queno*« of ocr results. Bourn Important 
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pmiftERARXFtt AHD 3ASK OORCBPtS 
1.1 ORDER 8TA,PE??l0f! 
let tn <2»,..» -n be a random eanple of else n trtm 
a probability deaeity function (pdf) f (*) and distribution 
function (af) F(x), Arrange than in asoendlng order of oagnltude 
ae \ : n S. X2Jn i . . . £ 5CaSli » *»•» Xpjn *B oalled the rth 
order stat iet io fro« a easple of else n. X^.n and XQ.n axe 
the two extrewe order statist loo and the difference x n . n - ^ . n 
ie oalled the range, However if the sample else le fixed* we 
may denote £y«n by £(y)» 
?he pdf of Xy#n (1 i r i n ) ie given as (David (1981)), 
c i r-1 n-r 
- «• < x < «• . . . C l . l ) 
and the joint pdf of ^ » n and xp # n C l j i r < e i n ) i e given by, 
»I
 r r-l 
f j , - * B V * # y ) * ' • • ' « • • ' • » » » • « • « « • ' ••! - [ P ( x ) j 
* * Cr - i ) i ( * - *a ) ! <n-s)> 
eHP—1 „ n«"S 
[F(y)-p(jt)] jWCr)] f (x)f(y), 
- - < x < y < » ...Cl.2) 
( 2 ) 
1,2 550® 00?ITim30lF. DlSTRXBttP 10?! 
( i ) •ffEBtiiL srrsjBcpioH ; 
A vandoa variable X la said to have a ©Ibull dlatrlbutlon 
If Its pdf ia of the for» 
f (x) » - ( «~~) a *> | i 2 9 i o and G>p > o 
• . .(2.1) 
H«ra p la called the shape paraaattr, while rand 0 axe 
usually reffered to aa the scale and looatlon parameters, 
respectively, 
?he standard We&ull distribution is obtairad by putting 
B*» 11 and 0 » o and ia expressed aa9 
p*4 *ar 
f Cx) » p s • , x > o, p > o . . . (2 .2) 
If we pot p»l in (2.2;, we get the standard fora of the 
exponential distribution. 
If we put p » 2 in (: .2) , the resulting distribution la 
known aa Raylelgh distribution, 
h^e pdf in oase of truncation fron both the sides Is 
(3 ) 
S&i-t % £ x £ 3\ . . . (2 .3) 
•bars / t(x) dx • Q ana / f(*) to • W . . . (2.4) 
o ^ 
and Q and (1-P) ai* reepeotively the proportion of truncation 
on left and right of the ftibell distribution, tft aastte* that 
F and Q < 0 < ?) ara both known. It can be *&en that 
P 
c| *-4og (i-Q), Pt • • log (UP) 
X-Q X-P 
and if m ajqprass Q% * — » ?2 • —• 9 ••#(2#5) 
than df iff given aa 
FOt) • % • - ~ — . . . . . (2 .6) 
?ha ties of Teibuli distribution in reliability and quality 
control ia wail known. Tba distribution in also useful in oasaa 
•here the oonditiona of at riot randowass* of the exponential 
distribution are not satisfied. It la sow* tlass ossd aa ft 
tolerance distribution in the analysis of quanta! reeponaa 
data (Johnson and Kots (1970a) and Marts and Poller (1982)). 
U ) 
?ha random var labia X la an Id to hav* a loglstlo dlatri* 




f & ) * ... i in •mar-
 t • * < 0 < «* # 
-** < x < ~# O o , . . (2 .7) irfrV
 r
 ] 2 
Tha atandaM fom of tha distribution Is obtalnad by 
putting cr* l , and 0 - o in (2.7) and la axpvaanad at 
a"* 
f ( * ) « —~-
 t ~ « • < * < « . • • ( 2 , 8 ) 
In oaaa of doubly trunoatad diafrribution tha pdf 1« givtn 
ae 
fix) •** 
^ ~ m ~~r»9L*** Pl -.(2.9) 
Q t 
ahaxv a * log (—~) and B. • log ( •— ) and tha df la 
&• a ) • o 
F(JC) * "•• i" , #..(2#10) 
0M3) 
(5 ) 
?ha uf<a of logistic distribution aa a growth ourva for 
eaonowio and daotographio purpooaa haa ba<*n very popular alnoa 
vary long ttaa, Purther, aa noted by Oaorge and OJo (1980) 
it la also need in tha atudy of population growth, in a aodol 
for analysing bio*asay and quanta! raaponoo experiments, and 
in problerae involving oanaorad data. 
( i l i ) UPUOB BBfRBOTIOIt J 
"*ha random variabla X in oaid to have a Loplaoa diatrl-
btition if ita pdf 1*» of tha font 
f Cx) - (2tT) •
 t . . .<2. l l ) 
• •• < x < •% D o i O ^ o , 
for 0" • l» and 0 * o m gat tha standard form of tha distri-
bution* atiloh ia given aa 
1 " I * i f'x) - - •
 f - * < x < < * . , .(2.12) 2 
Tna pdf in oaaa of truncation from both tha aidaa ia 
f(x) 
- — • C^i x i
 ? l . . .(2.13) 
( 6 ) 
shore for £iv»n P and Qt 
/ * f (x) d* » Q» and / f fc) dx - l-P 
It Is vary «uoh ralatad to tho exponential distribution and 
homo i s soostiass oallod Double exponential distribution, 
Laplace distribution baa boon need in robustness studies 
(Oovlafiarajulu (1966)), For further Oiobuooiono, one may rofor 
to (Johnson and Kbts (1970b)), 
(iv) OKaKfuxifflrt) akmh Bir.f^rot^iOH • 
If a random variable s • ( —• r has tho standard 
0" 
distribution i ts pdf » i s expressed as 
tin) * ~»— •
 f a > o 
r(o) 
and consequently tho pdf of X as roportod by (Johnson and 
Sots (1970a) Is 
op~l _(X*&)P p(x-©) v 5- ' 
f fe) * •• •- - - «
 9 • , . (2 .U) 
K-OP r(o) 
<7 ) 
?his was defined (with 9 • o) by Stacy (1962) as the faaMy 
of generalised govt* distribution. Sowe well known distributions 
are particular oases of this distribution, e»g. 
Choioe of c and p Pom of the distribution 
o » i 'elbull 
p <• I Soarae 
o * l f p • I Exponential 
e » i f p « 2 Heylelgh 
o * 1#5, p * 2 Meawtll 
o <•
 #9» p " 2 Half Ttenial 
Apart froa the deductlone to standard distributions as 
given above, whoso applications In statistics is well known 
generalised gaom distribution has also been used to test the 
equality of variances In Boraal distribution by Bogers (1964), 
i#3 smm AHD PRODUCT ntmrnn ot <mm STATISTICS 
i*t a .^Q bo the kth aoaent of the rth order statistics 
and • , **£ be the product noasnt of the $th power of the 
rth order statistios and kth power of the sth order statistics 
(a ) 
to bo danot»d aa 
(k) k r k 
« - B( ^p^) • / x trtn (x) dx# U r i a ...C3.1) 
F » a *•*• 
and 
r
* t a J » W * 
• . • 0 . 2 ) 
a - Eft' X ) - / / x y **.«m<*tr> * **• 
r,a:n *:» «:a ^ z *•*•" 
~ «• < x < y < *• 
to *baU bo wrifctiog « ' * a and cr1*1 ' * a_ _.n . 
*Ja rja rf«Ja rt»«u 
la oaiio of truaoatad distributions tho single and product 
BBomatn art oxpraaaad as 
and a » / * / * x3 y* f_ ^n(sty)«jr dx , 
Tfat aoaatito of ord«r atatlittloe h'7c aaacaod con«lder*fcla 
( 9 ) 
interest in recent years and have bean tabulated quite exten-
sively for nany distributions* *fc shall be ooncerned with the 
momentB of order statistics, particularly with their means, 
variances and oovar lances. Linear functions of the order statistics 
of which the range is a simple example, are extremely useful in 
the estimation of parameters. Knowledge of the ~»ane, variance, 
and oovariances of the order statist los involved allows us to 
find the expected value and variances of the linear function, 
and henoe permits us to obtain estimators ana their efficiencies. 
The noons are also of interest In selection problems and in 
so-called soorinc procedures, where due to uncertainty about 
the underlying distribution, ordered observations x^^Ci-l»?,..,n) 
are replaced by their M soores ttB(z^j)( 3 ^ being ordered 
variates from some standardised distribution such as the unit 
normal, When the correct parent distribution has been assumed, 
then, of all functions of the ranks 1, the soores (upto a linear 
transformation) have the highest correlation coefficient In 
modulus with the X ^ (David, 1381). 
"ho applioatbn of the produot and the quotient of two order 
statist los are widely used in many areas of statistical analysis* 
(10 ) 
"hay are net in the problea of selection and ranking rules, 
which is described and exhibited by Gulati (1970) and 
Gupta (i%5). Shay ore also found in the context of lifa tenting 
and in tho closely related problem of reliability (Mann (1969, 
1970)), ?hey oan aleo occur whan the order statistics have 
dimensions of a ratio suoh ae eo«?fc of a structure per pound of 
ptqrload or fuel consumption per a i l s . In addition, soae auginhe-
ring applications involving products and quotients of order 
statistics are examined by Donahue (1964). 
^veral reourronoe relatione and Identities anions these 
ncHnontp are available. «e are giving here a comprehensive th ough 
not exhaustive l i s t of references of work dons in these areas, 
salsa et al (1975), Joehi (1978, 1979a) have given rslations 
for isosients of order statistics fro* truncated exponential dis-
tribution, 'lalik (1966), Kabs &972), Huang (1975), Balakrishnan 
and Joe hi (1982) have obtained reourronoe relations for truncated 
and non-truncated Pareto distribution, %lik (1967),Balakrishnan 
and Joshl (1901b) have given the recurrence relations for Power 
function distribution, Krishna iah and Riavi (1967), Joshi(1979b) 
( 1 1 ) 
have obtained the recurrence relations for the rjooeats of order 
s tat i s t ion fro* gmmsk distribution. 
For recurrence relations in case of leibttU, distribution 
the work of Lieblein (1955), SeibttU (l%7) f Oevindarajuio 
and Joshi (1968), Hlrai (1978), Balakriehnan and Joshi (1961a) 
war be rsfsrrsd. 
Shah (1966» 1970)f farter (19S6) hav© obtoinod reunite for 
Logiiftio distribution, C5©vindara;?ul« (1963,1966) htm established 
relationships bet*raen aio»entfc of exponential and laplso* order 
s tat i s t ioo. 
Khan et al (1983a,b ) haws given a unified approach for 
finding single and product oocasnts of order statist ice and hate 
established eevoral recurrence relations. 
Following (David (1981 ) ) t the conditional pdf of X ^ Riven 
X(r) * x f o r * * y ** <J«not«* *• 
(*) *r.s*nktT) 
f
 v , v _ v ' • mtffaiVi i. 
x ( s ) » x (r ) "* tv.n &) 
( 1 2 ) 
Prom (1.2) and (i«l)» m ham 
o-r—1 
(iwr)] (f(y)-P{x)] 
f j c (8 ) , x ( r ) '* " "~ (s-r- l ) i (a~«) 1 ll-Pk)]1*"* 
n-s 
ri-*«r>] *(JO . . . ( 4 . D 
Thus for a random eaoplo of also n, the conditional distr i -
bution of :^(B)t givon X/rx * x (s > v)f ie just tn* distribution 
of the (n-r)th order s tat i s t ics in a sanple of fn-r) drawn fr©« 
Jp(sr) / 1-3?Ox) Jt (y 2 x) i . s , fron the parent distribution 
tronoatod on the l e f t at xm In our notation, I » l t c • F(x)# 
n » n-rf ana r * s-r. 
Similarly, tho conditional pdf of X^ given X^) » y i s 
denoted as 
*r t s ;nkty) 
t-v Jw «-_(x) *• —»-• • • • » ^MMVUMMIMW* 
s:n 
r**l s—ir^ l 
'a-D! l?Cx)l I%)-*Cx)l 
f (x) (r-1) t (R-JHL )'. j - F fy ft** 
. . . ( 4 . 2 ) 
i . o . for a continuous parent, the oondltional distribution of 
(13 ) 
*(r) ^ i v # a s(#) * y» ^m > v^* iff **** 4i»tHbutio!i ©* the rth 
order wtati^tica in a enmple of else a-l drawn from 
Cf(x) / F ( r ) I» CK JSJT), 
Here P » ?fr)# 0 ° o, n « e«4. 
Jteeordinglyf the conditional moment of C/9^ given X(r)t 
(r < e) lo gtven as 
and conditional cooent of X ^ clven X ^ (r < e) ie 
in view of equations (4.1) and (4.2). 
1.5 BH^ LIHBAR UlfJI&SED BSTUmoI 
£owilder the estimation of the location and eoale parameter* 
0, B* of a variate '<» whoee distribution depends on only these 
two paroaeteret although they need not be the man and standard 
deviation. ?hen the etandarissed variafcee Y * (>:•«© )/cr • will 
have pararae ter-f ree distribution. 
(14 ) 
nime the ordered X and T Tarlatan (1A random sample* of 
also n) are linked by 
Y (r ) * (x<r) *" 0 ) / { r » J? t t X#2, . . o n» . . . ( 5 . 1 ) 
the noaent of the Y/,) depends only on the for-i of the parent 
diet ribut ion and not on the parameters 0 an&tr , 
C o v
 ^ ( r ) Y ( a ) } " 13*e • r | l # . . .C5.2) 
''overtinn now to the original ordared observation*, we have 
K U ( r ) > " 0 • o"«r» var(x (r )>» £T2 Prrt ^ ^ 
*>*<*(r)* * U > > - * - 2 fW ...C5.3) 
°lnce the ordered obaervatlone have expectations whioh 
aro linear functions of tho parameters 0 and o* , with known 
coefficient* and variances and oovarlanoea which are known 
apart froai &- \ whe Oauee-tertov least-square® (Lp) theorem 
may therefore be applied to give unbiased eutitsatore of 0 and (T 
whioh ore BLUE i . e . have rainlaum varianoe in the olaes of linear 
(15 ) 
unbiased estinators. ?o see thin explicitly, write the equation 
(5.3) in m*srix fora as follow* J 
B(X) " 0 ! , • ff-ft . .•(5.4) 
where l In the vector of *tr)* * *he vootor of the oy * 
and 1 a veoter with unit elements* fhie aquation *iay be re-
written as 
B< X ) «• Afc. . . . (5 .5) 
where A is the (n X 2) aatrix ( 1
 t a ) and V -(e» °" ). 
Var d ) « F 2 B . . . (5 .6) 
where B io the (n X n) eymttrio positive definite aatrix 
of the 8^* 
How we have to siiniaiBe (£ - %)' B *(£ » %)• w.r.t, b, 
'bo required ewtiiaato? of the vector & of parasetere ie given 
by 
H - (A« B"* A ) 4 A» B"X £ . . . (5 .7) 
A 
l*he covariance oakrlx of b ie 
•<£> - V Ck* B"4 A)"1 A» B*1 £ ] 
(16 ) 
- C 2 (A« B"* A)"*1 
. . . ( 5 
where 
1» B«*l# V B' 
(A» B~lA) 
A 
\ r s"*a . S*B~1 JJ 
. • . ( 5 
a l l the alananta of the matrix being scalar, The Invars* of 
thla matrix la 
(A« B"*A) •X 
\ 
a i r 1 si # - V B"4 a\ 
- l f B"lft
 t 1« B - 1 ! 
#•••55 
•hare A l 0 the deteralnaat of tfee aatrlx A» B^A . 
rains theee raeolta In (5.7 • aa gat 
/ a* B"1 a l^"1 * a1 B"1I *» a"1 \ l 
b « —.« 
A 
\ 
- i B**ft X» B*1 • 1» B-4" 1 ft^B*1 
or o - - a* r I # r • !• r i • (5 • • • v.* 
where f la the atetf-ajnanatrlo matrix defined by 
(17 ) 
Alooby (5.8) 
last 0 " "•• '^-" » , # # (5 .12) 
and 0ov(of cr) • — — - ~ . - — . . , . (5 .14) 
Thus 0 and c nay be expressed ae linear function* of the 
order etatiatics« neatlyt 
•
m
 X. "**<» ' *'£. l*M . . .<5AS) 
with ooeff loiente whiah may he tabulated, 
S3UPL2FZCA2XOB FOR STTETRlDJa POPULARIOHS 
In oaee of sywswtrioal parent distribution we take the 
location parameter e to be the population swan* Then the 
distribution of (Yfl^t Y (2)»*•*» * (nP *• t h o °*m M * n a t °* 
(
~
T(n)»- Y (n- l ) ••• Y ( l ) ) * *** 









where J • 
L "MX) GO J 
It may bo notoa that J in aywwtrio and orthogonal, and i t s row 
totals are a l l unity : 
J m Jt . J - l f J« 1 • X . . . ( 5 ,16) 
'Unoo X and -JJC have tho same disti'fibut icm» we have 
3 (I) «• E (-J I ) , that la a « - J f t • . . (5.17) 
and v&) «• B M ( - J I ) that ie 
B « - J B (-J)» » JB J . . . (5 .18) 
Inverting both olden of (i>.l8) we got 
B"4 - J*4 B** J"4 
It follows that 
VB~x a » v < r l B"4 r 1 ) ( -J ft) - - I ' I T 1 a . . . (5 .19) 
( 1 9 ) 
V B"* a • •*• B*1 g • o . 
m tbat by (5,14) 0 and Fas* unoorrolatod. Ifenoa (5,11) to 
(5.15) simplify *o 
Q • l»i I ill II— »• mum mi —fclia. —II m — • M»li • 1 1 , , , \ 5 , 2 ^5 / 
A 
ft»BH t 
5" « „„<—•.•.•»«•«— •••(5,21) 
A
 C*2 A rr2 
Yar ©»-••••••- , Var 6" • „g.. , ,.-.,.
 # , . (5 .22) 
1*B~*1 »' D ~ l A 
For the above *t»ulte t references ?>iay he made to Lloyd (1952) 
and David (1981), 
CHAPTER II 
WOSESTPS OF OPJBR S?A?I<!1?IC8 PHO*1! D0O333T 
TBOTCATED aSBTJXJ. DIJH?RBt?PIO?l 
2.1 EfTRODtXrPIOff 
Son» recurrence relatione between aoiaente of single and 
product order s t a t i s t i c s froa tfe&ull distribution are given 
la l i terature . LiebUrift (1955) have obtained exaot and exp l i c i t 
expressions for moments of order s t a t i s t i c s , Jelbull (1967) has 
tabulated noons, varlanoes and oovarlanccn for a l l order s t a t i s -
t i c s la saople gi^ee n » 5(5) 20, and p"* • 0.1(0.1)1.0, . 
Govlndarajulu and Joshi (1968) have given nIn 11 ar tables for 
sample of «*!«•* n - 2(1)10 and p » 1,2, 2.5, 3(1)10, and 
have also tabulated coefficients of beet linear unbiased 
estimator ft of looation and aoals parameters* nival (1978) has 
obtained expressions of single and product nononta of order 
s ta t i s t i c s , and has tabulated the means, variances and oo-
varianoes of Rayleigh distribution for n * 2(1)7* Balakrlshnan 
and Joshi (1961a) have established a recurrence relation to 
obtain single aooentn of order s ta t i s t i c s . 
( a ) 
Khan ot al (1 X33a,b) have obtained reour-<enoe relations 
for aooents of single and produot order statist ios fxoa doubly-
trtiaoated asibuli distribution ae 
(k) (k) (k) k Ck-p) 
"r:n " % ar^L:»-l " p2 *r:n«4 * ~ ar#n . . . (1 .1) 
and 
(3»k) (3tk) nPo <*•** (3»k) 
ar,«:n" arta-i:n- "£££) ( S t « : * - T S . s - l j n - i ' 
k Cjfto*) „ . 
p(n-r*l) rt«:n 
where ejNbolea are as defined in chapter I. 
(k-p) 
It say be noted that for k < p t aT%n gives aoaents of 
(3>k*'p) 
negative order whereae Oy
 8 . B will be the jaotsent of the 
ratio of two order statistics. It may be mentioned here tha" 
Khan et al (l963a.b) oould not suooeed in obtaining a oloeed 
fona for then* expression** 
In thia chapter, «e have obtained general results for 
single and produot moments of order statistic® frota roo*truneated 
and doubly-truncated Weibtill distribution, whloh can be used to 
obtain moments of order statistlos for positive as well ae 
( 2 2 ) 
nagativa ordara and for taoa»nta of quotient, ratio and prodnot 
of two ortler statistic* for vaiyiag ordara. 
Porta of the raaclt of this chapter la to appear in 
Scandinavian Aotuarial Journal (1983), 
2.2 SK»BIIP?3 OP smxs omjEH nm?r/?JDr> 
AB givan in ohaptar I, tha pdf of doobly-tronoatad tftlbull 
distribution if 
p x*"* a** 
f fc) «
 t (^  jj x i Px . . . (2 .1) 
( V ~ Q ) 
vhara c^  « « log (1-Q)f and p | * - Ion {W)§ we danota 
1-0 X-P 
Cu « —
 9 and P« * —-d
 P-Q * P - Q 
than, tho df i t 
P(x)« (^  - » . . . (2 .2) 
P-Q 
tfa firat establish some result• r&iGh taoy be used aubaaquaatiy. 
(23 ) 
TEW-lk 2.1 2 For any arbitrary continuous Ufltributlon 
J (a,b) - J (atb^l) - J (aH, b - i ) . . . ( 2 . 3 ) 
whert 
J (a#b) - / l X*"4 g*(x)] r i - F ( x ) ] a <3x • . . (2 .4 ) 
PROOF : E x p i r i n g [ ? 0 O ] b a© fCx) J**"'1 f l -Cl-Pfe) 3 •»« 
sp l i t t ing th« integral into >wof no gat 
p. . -
J (a ,b) - /
 XM. [-pCx)-j * [!•*(* ) ] * ** 
-J^x**1 jp(x)] Mtx) ] **. ...(2.5) 
< * 
ana h©nc« th t r aeu i t . 
LBHMA 2.2 ; For any mtaitrary continuous dlrrtribution. 
J (a ,b) * I ( - 1 ) " ( ) J(a+b-i to) . . . ( 2 . 6 ) 
i»o i 
whore J (a ,b ) io as given in (2 .4) . 
PROOF • Expraeaing (?fc)Jb an | | - ( i~F(x)) f m fltt, 
(24 ) 
J(a,b) - / l x M [ > . a ~ M x ) ) 3 Zl<#wf to 
% 
b b~l b p.
 ta, * «a*b-i 
« x (-1) ( ) I1***1 r w k ) ] to 
i*o 1 \ 
and henoe the requlxed result. 
In particular, if we put a - o in (2.6), we get 
b b~t b 
J(o,b) « z (« i ) ( ) j ( b - i , o ) 
i«o i 
b i b 
- Z (~l) ( ) ,1(1,0) . . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
!•« 1 
IB'i&fc 2.3 : For doubly-trunoate<? telbull dlfityibiition 
j ( a t o ) « £ - s U ) ( ) ( w ) l 
p(P*Q) " i 
(a-if^P [l{(a~i)pjf L}~ l{(a~i) <ft Ufl 
P P 
• (-i)m -L (rjF-op ), a i i ...(2.8) 
J(o,o) » - ( * ? - < £ ) , a « o . . . (2 .9) 
k 
where 
Kx,t) - / y**1 e"5' 4r . . .(2.10) 
o 
( 2 5 ) 
la laooaplata gana f emotion. 
PROOF * fa hava 
J ( a , o ) - fl xk"1 r i - F ( x ) l dx 
J&ting tfcst {l-.F(x)J * [ • " - »•••—» j aad expanding the 
(s*-Q) 
term inside the Integral, we gat 
1 a i a . 
J(a fo) - r £ (-4) ( ) ( l - P ) i 
(P-Q) i«© 1 
J * * • dx 
1 a-1 l a * 




 rM -<***? . . J; , /*-*>*? J * .* 
j x a ax " •• •"•""« ••••• v j r i i t 
% p ( a - i ) * ^ • 
- / x t p a-* at) . . . (2 .12) 
o 
Thue In view of (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12), m get the required 
re milt. 
ikftt 
( 26 ) 
It aay t>© noted no?* that for non»trtMBu%o<i can* 
( p«at Q * o)# 
x rfrAO 
J ( a t o j •* - •'••»• - , , , v 2 » X 3 ) 
P
 a*/p 
&8 given In Khun ©t el (W5c)«. ""he valueo of InooapXot© g&sta 
f motion are available in Pearson (1957). 
?JY.OPS< 2#X • For ADt&ly truncate* %&uXl distr ibution, 
(te-p) 
^ • a * P o r « n f<T(n~r*-Xf r»X >• PgJ(*>*rtr~X)] ##.(2.X*) 
ni 
where J(ftfb) i s as uiven in (2.4)* anfi 0„. * »-•••••"— •• 
* t a (r-X){(n-r)i 
PROO? : 
fr-P ) A ^
 P , , ^*-X „ a-r 
* ...C2.X5) 
For dont>Xy-ferunoat«d ^etbull dis tr ibut ion 
X X-p 
[ l - F ( x ) " ] » - p* • - x i (K) 
' p 
p*X 
or f (*) • p x [ f l -P(x» * PU 1 . . .(2.X6) 
(27 ) 
fhoo In vlow of (2.16), wo got 
ax • p2 / l «** CFCK) ] H~?(x)] to) 
and hence the result. 
?huo starting fro® J(o»o) and J(a,o) as oontaiaed in 
Leana 2*3* ono oaa obtain J(a fb) from relation (2.3) or (2.6). 
And onoo J (a9b) i s known, i t ia an eaey «*t tor to evaluate 
(k-p) 
a for k > p and k < p. 
r:n 
It may here bo notod that for non-truncated distribution 
(P • 1» 0 " o) 
(k-p) 
a
 " P °*»n J (»-***• *"*> . • . (2 .17) 
r:n ^ • n 
a relation established by Khan at al (1963c). 
2.3 PROSHOT MOHBH^ r, OP ORSER SfATBflQS 
tfe f irst estaballsh some baolo results which mar be helpful 
in proving the aala result. 
( 2 6 ) 
mwik 5.1 ; For any arbitrary continuous distribution, 
1 £ a < b £ o 
L(a,b,o) • LCa^-ltO-D-LCa^ltbtoVKatb-lto) . . , ( 3 . 1 ) 
*fcsrs L(atbfo) - / l / l * 3 jT* [Ffc) ] 
% * 
_ 3«*aF4 - „ _o*<> 
[P<y)^ C*Q B^(r>] *fe)*rte...(3.2) 
b-*»X b«a<«2 
PROOF : Expvasslng |F(y)-^C>t)] as [|(y)«-*(at)] 
{ l - [F (*)*]- Q.-F(y)3} aa« spl i ting ths integral into thr«at 
w» sat ths rssul t . 
ZSirtl 3*3 2 For any arbitrary oontirmouo distribution 
b-a-1 b-a-i-1 i«» b-a-1 
Ua tb #o) - ?: £ («*) ( ) 
i^o «B-O i 
b -a - i - i 
( ) L(a*tifa««r»lto-b+a+i*ir*) • • . (3 .3) 
a 
whsra L(a,b,o) i s as givan in (3.2). 
PROOF : Kxprassing Jp(y) - POO ] as |Il-PGc$}-(|«#(y)]j 
and using binomial expansion, wt gat tha raquirad rssult . 
( 2 9 ) 
LE8T-1A 3.3 • p©r dotibly-trtinaatad $a£mU dlotrlbution, 
1 d i d 
L(afa+l9o) * •" ' - "" S (-1) ( ) 
apCiVQ)A im° l 
* 
- a ) J • . . (3 .4) 
at a 
k 
wt»*t d » o- a - 1 , and w • »• 
PROOF t w« hava 
M^a+l .o) - / X / l x3 7** |>Cx) ^ 
% * 
|l-P(y) ] f (x) dy dx 
«-yP 
Replacing 0L-^<y) 1 by ita value £ i — d f i d t i 1 frtro 
(P-Q> 
aquation (?.2) wad expanding It , w« gtt 
I d i d
 4 
L(a ta*l to) * -•.....ff £ ( « * ) * ( ) (L-p)x (P-qr 1-* i 
/ xJ |?Cx)l { / * y* * • 
% * 
*<*> » . , . ( 3 . 5 ) 




( / X t • « * • / %1I"V* at ) . . . (3 .6) 
sine* (Brdelyi •% al (1954)) 
o P * |p*l 
- - (-DU*ti 




/ * jr^- • dy • • i — - ~ — 
* P o«o
 ( w + t a ) 0 , 
k+up k+up 
( ?! - x ) . . . ( 5 , 8 ) 
Thus in view of (3.8), «• get 
1
 * i d
 t L(a f**l,o) * - - -» £ (-4)x ( ) ( I -?) 1 p (P-Qr i"0 i 
ti«« (w*u) ul L * Ql 
< 51 ) 
fCx)ax - / x x 3 * * ^ D'Cx) ] * * f(x) a*}) 
• - - s ( 4 r ( ) ( i - p r 
ap(F-o)° i«© 1 
- ( 4 ) B (d-i)1 
m 
Now to evaluate Infinite euaa in I* (a, a*lf o) one may 
adopt the technique aogf»a»tad by Bra Iter and Krithnaiah (1968). 
Expressions for o ^ ' can be obtained from the relation (2.14). 
r:n 
nhun L(av a+l,c) can ba evaluated, 
m case of non~tri:noated distribution (p « l f o * o) t 
(3.4) reduces to 
, 1 , r(w) (3) - (-Ou 4tt 
L(aya+l9o) • —- ( — y a - £ 
ap a* a-a u-o
 ( w f u ) ^ 
(;}+*hip) 
« ) . . . (3 .9) 
a:a 
!<ow tha -sain result i s 






 °r»a:n tL(*va,a+l)*P2 ^ i*! 1 *)] . . .(3.10) 
9 ^** 
<32 ) 
. n 1 
where L(a,b,o) i e an given in (3 .2 ) # ana c • , »»•; «• ••• • .• ••• 
PROOF : wo t u r n 
r,o:n r t"*n %
 x 




[ i -p(y) J - - P2 * - y f(y) 
or fGr>« L(*-*Gr» • P j ] p J** .. .(3.12) 
Replacing f (y) by i t s value given in (3.12) and brooking the 
integral into two, to get the required roouit. 
Aloo tho result for non-trunoatton oan bo obtained by 
potting P * 1# Q • o in the relation (3.10) as 
« " P W n X»(r» «f n*l) . . .(3.13) 
?hio starting fom L(a» aH, o) aa givon in LeiB!» 3.3, one 
oan obtain L(afb9o) from Xemta 3.1 or 3.2* Doing the HO valuee 
(33 ) 
of L( a,bto ), « Oftft be obtained f roo the relation 
r t»;n 
(3.10). 
fne result i« sore general in the sense that toy elaply 
adjusting k-p, we can got interesting results* Tor exawple if 
ic«p * «3# than 
(Jt-3) , **:« J 
« m B ( ——— ) 
r.srn x 0 .n 
gives the noaante of quotient* 
(3tte-P> For Ic-p > Of a represents product moosnts, whereas 
r«s*A 
for It < p t it is moment of the ratio of two order statistios 
of different powers. 
2#4 APPLICATION 
Besides obtaining aoaeats of negative order, quotient, 
rat So and produot order statistics and also BOB, the result 
obtained In tfeis chapter is helpful in finding conditional 
moments of order statist ios as discussed in chapter I and in 
establishing seat important identities. W* have obtained here 
(34 ) 
two idtntlttefl : 
?BBOflSM 4#l : ?»r U r i n 
v r~i r~l -8 
r -X 
- £ ( n-i+l) . . . (4 .1) 
1*1. 
P300F : rf« have for Exponential distribution trm Sarhan (1954) 
°*»ii " E f n**** > . • . ( 4 , 2 ) 
How frow. (2#l7)t at k »2, p * 1, 
°Sr:n " °r;n J fr*"**1^ *~x> 
H«nott 
r -I 
o_#_ J(rv-r+ltr-l) •» X (o»i+l) 
Using Immm 2.2 and noting that 
I 
J (a9 o) • «*-y « 
a 
at k • 2, p » 1, s» get the result. 
( 3 5 ) 
TUBORBH 4.2 : For i i r i » 
r r - i r*4 «3 
2 o^.„ >: (-4) ( ) ( a-i*i ) 
v *£ r «• 2 
- z (n-i*l) • ( E (o-4+l) l ) •• . (4 .3) 
PRO)? : fsarhan (1954) has ohown that for •xponantial distribution 
where dL»« " - (i*-i«*l) . 
ThtMfotv 
(2) r •£ v , 2 
a » I (n~i+l) • ( i ( f t - w r 1 ) 
r:n i«a t«a 
Proa (2.17), at k * 3 , p • I 
(2) 
2 
i*hue in view of lotana £.2 &n& noting that -T(ato) ~ —» v for 
k • 3i p * 1» «• Sot tho i^ oquirod roselt . 
CHAPTSH I I I 
*MW,m<l OF OHDBR STATISTICS PHOM THK flBPIEI'RICALL* 
?RtT»3A?ED LOO r TIC DISTRBC?IO0 
2 . 1 Ur?ROmxri01I 
?he moments of order statist ice have considerable practical 
value partloularly when applied in the problem of finding Beet 
Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE). 
Gupta and shah (1965) obtained the expression for the 
aooentf* of order statistics froa legist lo distribution in terae 
of digema functions, barter (1966) obtained oloeed fora 
expressions for moments froa truncated and non-truncated logis-
tlo distribution. Shah (1966, 70) established recurrence 
relatione betwe n single and product aoaente of order statis-
t ics Khan et al (1983a) obtained the recurrence relation for 
single aoaente for syaastrloally tmnoated logirtio distribution. 
m In this chapter haws obtained single and product moments 
of order statistics drown from symmetrically truncated (o«a-P) 
logletlo distribution. The expressions obtained here are auoh 
(37 ) 
•iopler and luold than given by tarter (1966), 
3.2 RECtmTBHCE HEIATIOSIS FOR MOtt!«f?S 
Aa given in chapter I» the pdf of doubly-trunoated 
l o ietic distribution la 
t(x) m ^ f Q l i x i P l . . . (2 .1) 
(P-Q) a-***)2 
Q * 
•hart Qi • log — , and P, » log — , . . ( 2 , 2 ) 
1-Q * l-P 
It can be eeen that » 
CI*"*)"1 - Q 
F(x) " -"•—• * ' • • . • • (2 .3) 
(P-Q) 
When the truncation la symmetric than Q * 1-P, and 
^ • - ?1# and 
PQ f(* ) 




o - . n » E ( X ) t and 
( 3 8 ) 
a - s ( X X ) , b i a s dof ined in ohaptsr I. 
r,«;n r;n o*a 
ft shall astam throughout that 
(o) 
a " I f U r i B 
(k) v 
a " <ff » k • l»2»«««t n * Otit 
o;n 
a - Pf , * * l t 2 » . . M n - l , 2 f # # . . • ••(2.5) 
B«foxst wt oono to th* main rtsult , we zequlvt otvt-al 
rsgultn in tht torn of iaimat J 
LSWIfc 2# l : For any © < a < l t and b > o 
*
 l
 r b 
A(a,b) •» £ -•••- —• « « • • • • • [ C l - a ) l o g 
• ^ ia(b*m > ba* 
b a* 
(1-a) • £ 1 . , . ( 2 . 6 ) 
«*1 a 
PROOF ; s i n * , 
1 1 1 












- log ( l -a) 
1 •• 















, . . (2 .7 ) 
a» 
a 
. . . ( 2 . 8 ) 
and hanoa tba xaquirad .x\ru2t.' 
imtk 2.2 J For any o < a < 1, and to > o 
B(a,b) « z 2- • — — [aQ A(afb) 
art nCb**?) ^ JB 
b a® - a* 
• i - — «. £ — J . . . ( 2 . 9 ) 
art. er art. ^ 
wnara A(a»b) 1B aa givan in laaaa 2.1. 
PROOF | sinoa 
* .X r_i * 1 
i»Cb*ta)2 * fl,(b*,a) C b * a ) 2 
Thazafoxa9 
( 4 0 ) 
JB 1 _ «• a" •• a' £ -,, *•
 g - • - [ I — — — - E - g ] ###(2#10) 
7hn« In viaw of ralatioa (2»6)t «• gtt 
1 I •• a* b a° 
b 
B(a#b) » - [A(a fb) * —» ( £ —m - ^ —m) ] 
I
 H b a* - a* 
—*. £ a° A(afb) • 2 — - i: —• ^ b aD a"! ,.2 *»•! a 
ZBITtt 2.3 * ?©r 3 2 o, and o < t < I 
C(t . j ) • / t 3 log t log tl-fc) dt 
• t 3 * 1 [><t.J*l)-l©i5 * A(t t 3*l) ' ] . . . ( 2 . H ) 
«h«r« A(.-.tb) and B(a9b) are as dafinad in lowiaa 2.1 and 2.2. 
PROOF : sinoa, 
- t« 
log (1-6) «• * £ —— 
q*t q 
?barafora, 
/ t 3 log t logCUOdt • - £ — / t*** lor t dt , . . (2 .12) 
q«flt q 
( 41 ) 
Integrating by parts by treating t ^ for integration end 
log t for differentiation, we get the result. 
In particular at j • o* e» ham 
/ log t log (i-t)dt » ( l - t ) log 0U<t)-t log t - ( l - t ) l eg t 
log( ! •* ) • 2 t - I - X r . . . (2 .13) 
art a 
in view of lemas 2.1 and 2.2. 
WM*k 2.4 : For H O f and o < t < I 
, , , 1 2 % ^ X r 2 2 l 0 ^ 2 
i>(t,j) » / t 3 log^t dt • — — [ t w r t - * ] 
(j*l) (3*1) (j*i )2 
. . . ( 2 . H ) 
PROOF J Integrating by pcatfs by treating ¥ for 
2 Integration and log t for differentiation, m get the result. 
It nay be noted that at J * o 
/ log2t dt - t [ l o g 2 t - 2log t+ 2 ] . . . (2.15) 
/ l o g 2 ( l - t ) d t - « ( l - t ) [ l o g 2 ( l - t ) - € log ( l - tH2] . . . (2 .16) 
IEM?*\ 2.5 S 
fx* dx • [log*(l«e**) ~g-*2 £ 
<iV*)2 aV«> mrt^ f t 4 Fyi 
. . • (2.17) 
( 42 ) 
PROOF ; Pet - . - - • • • t than •** « ( k t ) 
IV* t 
t 
x • tog ( — ) 
l~t 
Htao*» 
ex « at 
/ x2 ~ d» « / l o s 2 < — ) 3t 
av*) 2 i-t 
« J* [lOS2* • log 2 (l~t)-2l0g t log ( l-t)]dt . . . (2 .18) 
Ttaa vwXt i t proved In view of (2.15), (2.16), and 
(2.13). 
?few, «B establish result* on aoaente of fiynattrioally 
trtmoatad logist ic distribution. 
3.3 mmmn o* ninsis OHBKR STA^IS^IGR 
lat 
Ck)
 , k , 
a • E ( X* ) f a» aaf intd in section 2 , then w» havo 
r:n r:n 
?isoHSM 3.x : 
«£J{ - o , for k odd . . . ( 3 .1 ) 
(43 ) 
PROOF • Proa oqnation (2.1), no have 
t vK ) " •»—ni—.»>i miM—..•.!• ••
 f «.p« £ jf j£ p_ 
(P~Q) Ci<*"*)2 
Since f (x) i s an tvon fonotioa, al l odd moment* will bo 
SOrO, i . O . 
(k)
 k 
a » Fi (x* ) • o » for k odd. 
1*1 
TBBOHBtf 3,2 : For logist io distribution 
<2) 2 ,- 2 « p — pJ» p ^ 
a - r [ Xog^P-d-P) log*1 - " + 2 1 - ^ . uV6 3 
i : i (P-Q) R i r t r 
. . . (3.2) 
PROOF ; Wo havo 
(2) i P t 2 •** 
a » ,.,., -•„ / * % ——.---- dx9 sinoo & » -Pt 
ui (P*Q) -PX a v * ) 2 
Z P. 
J"1 x2 ~ — — to , 
Ho ting that , 
* X 
'"" J.i? * Qt and • "fL"* ™ ^ •n^ 
( u ) 
I &&L m
 mmm _ m (log 2)2 m ?he tshtoma i s provtd tn-l JL 12 2 
in viaw of lasraa 2 . 5 . 
TIEOREM 3.3 : For aiy n .* 2 , and k X 1 , 
GO (k) PO , (k) >
 % 
a • a • -«*—.- ( a - (T ) 
l;n i:n-l (P_Q)2 lt**& 
k (km) 
- T—-rr—r « . • . . (3.3) 
(n-D(P-Q) I ; B 4 , 
PROOF : Khan at a! (1963*) have shown that 
l*.n ^ c^  
Writing {l-PCx) ] n a« (Wk)]1*"1 Tl-FCs) ] and splitting 
tht Integral into two and ualng the faot that 
PQ f CO 
P(K) I W ( X ) ] • - rmmmT8 * ~ ~ — t «• Sat 
<F-Q>
 ( i W Q ) 
o ~ <f • ( a - ( f ) *
 9 ( a -Qf) 
i;n ^ i:n-l ^ (p-of i;n-2 ^ 
k ( M ) 
(n-l)(p-Q) i:n-i 
( 4 5 ) 
and hanoa tha r e s u l t . 
?HB<WBW 3.4 t Fttr 2 1 r £ n , and k ^ l 
(k) (k) PQ a-l . (k) (k) 
a 
r 
» Q <» «mg «MMM» ( a "• a ) 
:n r-ltn-X (P-Qr r-4 r~XJn-2 r-2:n-2 
k (k-i) ,
 % 
• • • • • . • » „ •
 a ...(3.4) 
(r-D(P-O) « ^ : « ^ 
PROO? * Khan at al (1983A) have obtained expression for 
«'*' bet there is an error in their result, fhe oorreot for* 
rjn 
i s as given in the theorem. 
•Po prove this raault, ee consider the relations 
(k) (k) iHL P.
 k^, r-1 
a - a - ( ) k fl x * * [?6t)] 
r»ii r-Un-l r-4 Q^  
n^r*! 
CwCx)] fix . . . (3 .5) 
a - a «( ) k J ^ x ^ j P C * ) ] ft-P(x)] dx 
rtn r«i:n r-1 Qt 
1
 . . . ( 3 . 6 ) 
aa given by Khan at a l (1963a). 
r PQ f(x) 
Sinoe f(x) ft-Pfe)] » - ——-w • » — • • -
 t tha right 
(P-Qr (P-C) 
hand aids of (3.5) reduces to 
U 6 ) 
(**) k A xw n o r 8 B-PWJ** t- 7^5 
r-1 C^  (P-0) 
f & ) 
(P-Q) 
PQ ft-4 a«e ?, t j r-1 tt-r 
( P - C ) 2 r ^ * * % 
I (ft-l)/ P. ,_. „r-2 
• . . , — , , ^, .,.,. - ,- , - / * x*"* jp(x)] 
(r-1) (P-Q) (r^2 V. (n-r) / % 
[l-p&rf^foo to 
PO &4 (k) (k) 1 (k-i) 
(Ivor r- l r-i:n-2 r-2:a-2 < * - I ) ( P . Q ) r-*:0-! 
In 7 i i« of (3.6). 
Thus tho ttwoxwm l» proved. 
3 . 4 PRODOC? tfOMEBTS OP OHBSR STATISTICS 
Let 08 dof i » 
Kq.t.11)-/1 / y[*fe)]q ^irTT1* 
% \ 
[ l - F ( y ) ] M f Or) to d7 . . . ( 4 . 1 ) 
whoro o £ Q < « ^ n» Hm ne prove some ronulti, whloh nay bo 
( •7 ) 
needed subsequently. 
USWifc 4.1 : POT any axbitrairy continuous distribution 
x <e-l)J(n-e)j , (2) I(o,a,n) * i — •«•» (o - & s )tlinS n , . . (4 ,2) 
PROOF • We have 
K o f « t n ) « / x / 7 [F(y>] 0.-PC/)] f (yfcfcdy . . . (4.3) 
Pottln the value of / to • y - 0. ia (4.3)f rc© ha** 
J(o,s»n) » / x y2 t (y) ]"" (i-FCy)]0""^ (y) dy 
% 
P-j e - 1 n-e 
• Q l / 1 y [ F ( y ) ] Jl-FGr)] f(y) ay 
and heme the lemma. 
B3HMA 4.2 ; For loglmtlo dletribtitlon 
J I f P Cx ) dx • «• .-•• [ Q log Q • v los ? - ') -r 
\ (P-0) 
• log - - £ L - ^ . . . (4 .4) 
( 4 8 ) 
PROOF • Proo aquation (2.3 )# wa bata 
/ F(x) Ox j - / [ C U i T X - Q ] dx 
0^  (F-Q) % 
Ifotlag that , 
« * 1 a 
/ _ _ — ax • - l o g ——— •..(4.5) 
the xaftolt ia obtainad. 
JEWIh 4.3 : For logiutio diatribution 
y log («"-« 
<P~Q) % 
I P a 
B (a,n) - - — - / l y log (--—ay- 5 C p ^ ^ 
9-2 
i*»e 
[ l -^fr)] t(?) dy 
n-s a + « («4)1^ «-»\ e+i-2 a*i-3-2 
m Z Z — — — ( ) { )P 
i -o ;)•* (p-Q)«+1 * 3 
( [ c (P f 3) -c (Q t j )> [i>(P,J)-r<o,3)] . . . (4 .6) 
aliara o(t , j ) and l)(t fj) ara aa dafinad in iaoaaa 2.3 and 2.4. 
PROOF • lat f(y) m u * -'—'—- fCl4- • * y ) " - «• 1 
(P-q) 




1 + 0 "* *• • m i HHIII«"II I 
Q¥ ( p - Q)U 
Q+(P-Q) U 
y * l o g (-—•""•'—"""•"",""*" ) 
log { . £ — — ) - log ( P~ ( P - Q ) o ) 
f (y)07 " d« . 
B(«.n) « — — ( / log (Q «• (P-O) u ) 
(P-Q) O 
log (P-(lM})o) u ( l - u r 8 &a 
- / l o s 2 (P-(P-O)u) O ( l i ? ) do) 
o 
1 fVHI * 0"*S 1 
£ ( - 1 ) 1 ( ) [ / log Co*(p~Q)tt) (V-<)) i«* l O 
lOg (P-(P-Q)ti) 06*1"* du- / l©J$2(MP-0)o) 
o 
u do 1 . . . ( 4 
Sotting t - (P - ( P - Q ) U ) 
( 50 ) 
henoe 
1-t - ( r• • (p-o) o) 
P-t dt 
*~ * (P-Q) 
and ooneeqttently, we have 
X n-a a+1-2 1+3 n-s e+i-2 
B(»tn) « — g ! r 2 £ (-1) ( t ) ( 4 ) 
P 
?e*i-j-2 £ / t 3 Xos t lor. (X-^) dt 
Q 
- / t 3 log*1 t dt ] • . . ( 4 .8 ) 
Time the result i s proved in view of leoraa 2.3 and 2.4. 
mwm 4.4 : For 2 £ o £ n
 f 
(»-2)lCn-fl)! 
T(l,o,n) * • - •—- — — [ (Q l°n 0 • ? log P) 
^-0 ) (n-t) l 
(2) 
s*X J n«* a-i;n«l 
where B (o,n) i s an given in lesaa 4.5* 
PR00£ • PIOB equation (4.X), m have 
(51 ) 
itt,« fn> - / l / y ?(*) [?(y)]°^ ^?(y)] l i" , ,t(y)tedy 
. . . U . i o ) 
Putting the vaiuo of f P(x) dx f*oo learaa 4,2 In 
\ 
•quatlon (4.10) t vm gat 
I 
i a t «»n) [<Q log C «• P log P) 
(P-Q) 
p. B*"2 n««fi 
J^ylFfr)] M(y)] *(r) dy 
P 0*2 QHi 
p • s*^ n*>fl 
. / *
 y log p r r ) l ] i ^ ( y ) l f(y)dy] 
^l l-*e"^ 
. . . (4 .11) 
Henoe the resultt In vlow of lemna 4 .3 . 
IF«V 4.5 : For 2 £ 3 < » i n
 f 
i'Q 
I(J t« tn) • Kj-lfO-ltn-lH • -••« I(j«t?fo-2,n-2) (P-C) 
1 (o-g )*(«>•«) I 
( 3 - D C P - Q ) (n-l) l ~" o-l:n-l 
PROOF • for aymtnetrlo truncatod logist ic distribution 
PO f(x) 
?CJC) r i -F t * ) i - -
(P-Q)tf (P-Q) 
( 5 2 ) 
therefore, 
[pfe)]3 • gco]** [i-a-F(x)] 
(p-or (p~o) 
. • . (4.13) 
* 
Pron equation ( i . l ) , we heme 
Kjf«.n> • A / y [PC*)]3 &Grq^^&^Cjr)]1 
f<3r)dxdy . . . (4 .14) 
Substituting the value of [Hx)] from (4 . l3) t and notli^ that, 
r tec)] fCs)«t«^—-— 
^ C3-1) 
we s e t * 
I(3 fe,n) - x(j-»l»e»lvn-l) + .•••—^ I(3-2,e-^tft-2) 
(p-qr 
~-—rr-TT / yL"(y>3 [w<y)] f(y)dy 
C?~Q)(J-1) % J t. J 
. . . (4 .15) 
and hence the required result. 
TBSORBM 4.1 : For logist ic distribution with I ^ r < e X n, 
(53 ) 
C#-l){(a-0'. (2)
 s_, , 
L — ' ••'•'• • « • I ( J t B f n ) j . . . ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
ni «:n 
wfe«r« T(jf « tn) i s an given in equation (4.1) and o y 9*n 
• n / (r - l ) [ («-r-U! (*• • ) ! . 
PHOT • «• have 
n-» 
[i-F(y)] f(x) fy) ax ay ...U.17) 
Hew 
x j|COl [?<y) •*&)] fCO as 
- z (-DM > ±-—= fy&frQ 
i«© i (P*i) L 
/ r+i 
- / gfe)] ex I. 
( 54 ) 
Therefore, 
e~i (- l )3** e-r-1 
j -r 3 3-r °r,«:n " °r te:n l ~ ( } 
B, * „ e-1 _ n-e 
p, y
 A 8-»1~l n-e 
- Z 1 / y & ( x ) ] 3 f (y)] [w(y)] f(y)dy) 
. • . (4 .18) 
and henpe the result. 
However, In partloular, If a • r+1 the theorem 4.1 
reduoee to 
(2) n\ 
«^ ^ i « n * ° - •""; "' r. I(r»r+l,n),U *£ n-l 
. . . (4 .19) 
3.5 OALOULATIOH 
(a) *IEAH • starting from o l # 1 • o and using the recurrence 
relatione (3*3) end (3.4), we get the entrlee in the table of 
roeane. 
(b) COVAHIAHCK : **>te that , 
«r fr:n " < 4 & **<**&> « & ~<V.n >2 - ^ . l ) 
(55 ) 
°"rf.:n "
 Cov(xrr«» x.:«> " °*,e;n * ar:n «8;n •* ' • 
Thoo variance to mo are obtained froa soot ion 3. For 
(Tr t»B t *• etart froa a r y4^ t t »** given in (4«19) for 
1 1 r i n-1. Then QUO tho rt ationa 
a r , i ;n * * ' C» «rf e-i:n-l * r ar*l f»:n 
(e-r~l) 
ao given in David (1901), for B • r*2t«.#t n. Thio relation 
gives more accuracy and in eaey to handle* Once o r B.Q la 
knowBt (Tr t » a i« aaey to calculate. Weightn for 3LDB for 
location and scale parameters and variances of these estimators 
oan also be obtained* 
CHAPTER IV 
RELATIONS A?mm wmxvs OF ORDER S T A T I C I C S IN 
SA*#?LBP PROS DOlBiar TRtTICATSD LAPLACE AUD 
I JCPOWB!:t IAL I) I«J?R BIT? 101 
4 . 1 nr,RQDt?c?nrr 
•Pht expressions for single and product moment* of ordtr 
statistics drawn from exponential distribution haw boon given 
in Ehsanes Saleh et al (1973)* Joehi (1070, 1979a, 1982) and 
Khan et al (1983 a9b)» Ths relationships between moment* of 
order statistics drawn froa Laplace and exponential distributions 
have been given by Govindarajuiu (1963). 
In this chapter, we have obtained single and product noaente 
of order statistics in random samples drawn from doubly truncated 
Laplace distribution in terns of aoasnts of order statistics 
froa exponential distribution. ?he insane and oovarianoes of 
these order statistics* have been tabulated for n • 1(1)10, 
Q » .05(.05).25f P • •95(«a05)«75, Also, eoaffiaients and 
variances of Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (DLtJE) of location 
and scale parameters are given for symmetrically truncated 
(57 ) 
distribution (i.e. c « l-P). 
To this end, wt proceed as follows : 
the pdf of Laplaco distribution in oaee of tronoatlon from 
both the sides is as defined in chapter I 
1 - J x | 
g (x) « « , (^  i x i Pj # 
2(P-0) 
Here MI shall be considering throe different oasas J 
CASE 1 : i - ? i 0.5. Q i 0,5, Q < P# 
This in turn iaplles (^ i o i ? j , It i s an aa&y aat**r to see 
that 
1 - jxj 
g { x ) » ~ . ~ « , ( \ i x i Pi . . . & . 1 ) 
2 (P-C) * * 
where Q^  » log 2Q,and P^  " -log 2(1-?). For x < o, 
1 • — 20 
gfr) « ,„,„,.-, ,,„ a*, o(x) • — . ~. . . . ( 1 . 2 ) 
2 (P-Q) 2 (P-O) 
and for x > o , 
( 5 3 ) 
fc*NC« v^** ^f 
gfo) « ——M—. e
 t Gfc) * — : > • - * . . . . . ( 1 . 3 ) 
2 (P-Q) 2 (P-o) 







• " * , 0 i x i *i 
I - 2! 
1 - e ' 
1-20 
. . . ( 1 . 4 ) 
• . . (1 .5 ) 
Also, 
f2(K) » -*J , o i X £ - QJL . . .Cl .6 ) 
P2(x ) . . .Cl .7) 
whero VX ^ ^ « • defined an above. 
CASTS 2 : 1-r < 0.5 , C 2 0.5 
That i s o i (^  < I'j, In thin oast, 
1 
g(x) - -~ - - # , ft^ii A . . .CI.8) 
2(P»0) * 
where Qj^  » - log 2(1-0), and P^  • -log 2(1-P)# a . 8 ) will 
ala° be the pdf of exponential distribution in this oaee. 
(59 ) 
T, 3 2 l -P 2 0.5» Q < 0.5. Here % < Px £ o . 
gfe) « — • *
 f ^ $x£ Px . . . a . 9 ) 
2(?~Q) 
•here Oi * Xos 20 , Pj » log 2P 
•* - 2Q 
aOc)» . . .Oi . io) 
2 (P-0) 
Beoaofte of the ecyraietry, the pdf of the esponeatial dis-
tribution will bo 
2 (P-Q) * 
and 
2P «"•"* 
? f e ) « —
 r . . .Cl.12) 
2 (P-Q) 
I#t u* denote 
(k) k 
r:n r;n 
<J»k) 3 k 
fi • E (X X * ) . . . C i . 1 3 ) 
r t9tn rjn ejn 
if the Gomploo are from the Laplace distribution, ""he oorrpspondine 
(60 ) 
momente of order at at l e t So a from exponential distribution 
(k) (3 k) 
will bo denoted by a and a ronpoolively. If pdf 
tin rtti:n 
of the exponential distribution la f^GO, 1 « 1,2 as glvan 
In (1.4)» and (1.6) then the corresponding e^reaelonti for 
(k)l (J fk)l 
noaentit will ba given by a and a , 1 - 1 , 2 , 
rtn r ta;n 
4.2 mL&»v.m BE?WEJ?H MMW w*mnm OF ORDER «rnA"u<rics 
?ne k«*th taoaent of the r-*h order atatlntlon frow leplaoe 
distribution 1© given by 
(k) P-i u. r-1 n«* 
14
 • «*•* / «^ &fc)] C l - a ( x ) l g(x)d* . . . ( 2 . 1 ) 
rjn *•" Q^  
where Oy.Q • n \ / (r- l ) \ (n-r)l t 
TKBORBSl 2.1 : For 1~P i 0.5 » 0 £ 0.5, and 0 < P 
^ , , » 0«) , * » , »
 w * »-• (k)2 [2(P-C>] fl * (-1) t ( K1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
rjn w«r o m-r*l:« 
r-* n o n-a (k)l 
• £ ( ) (l«ec) C2?«i)
 a .xiriB 
a rHa;n-« 
...(2.2) 
PHOOF • From equation (2.1), we have 
(61 ) 
(k) o * i v l n«¥ 
a -o„.n< / xk[o(x)3 |i-ok)] sGOdx 
+ / l xk 6 CO] &•*<*)] g(x) to ) 
Putting the values of »(x) and gCx) f*©« (1.2) f and &.3) t 
and replacing x by -* In th« f i r s t intosralt *• «•* 
D (k) ^ k - a v _* r~l 
*• f in r ' °
 0 
- n-r _ p,
 v iv l 
(2PV*) « ^ dx* / V ( 2 - S o V " ) 
o 
( •**- 2*2?) •"* dx 2 . . . ( 2 . 3 ) 
?hi.B In view of th© aquation (1.4) to '1,7) r©duo#» to 
n (k) k n-p n-r r*l 
L2(p^)] ^ : n - o r : n B-i) £ ( t > (i-2o) 
( 2 M ) / ^ X* [?2(x>] &-F2(x)] 
r -1 r~l r-j«4 n-r+i+1 
f2(x)dx* Z ( ) CX-2C) (2P-1) 
/ l xk fx(x)^ ^ C x ) ] 0 " * ^ ) dxl 
( 62 ) 
k M r n r+i n-avi (k>2 
(-1) Z (
 TH) (1-20) (2P-*) ° i* i ; r +i 
1*^ 0 
r~l n r-J-l n-r+S+l (k)l 
k n n a n-a (k)a 
(•1) £ ( ) (1-2 c) (2P-1) a 
a"r • ra~r*l:» 
r-1 n m ana (idl 
• £ ( ) (1-20) (2P-1) o 
Thle ooapletoi* the proof of the theorem. 
OOl 
r:n* 
Joshi C1979 a) and Khan at al (1985a) and In given by 
The reenrrence relatione for a it*t& ** aTai^abXe In 
r»n 
(k) * (k)
 # (k) fc (k~l) 
* *




a - C? • n ^ o . . . ( 2 . 4 ) 
otn 1 
(k)l 
"low to obtain, recurrence relatione for a . n , we pot 
P* • 2P-1, Q# • o, P^ - -log 2 ( W ) , 
( 63 ) 
\ 1 
Q,* • o . P9 • £i!=£2 , and Q« » ~ In (2.4) . . . ( 2 . 5 ) 2P-1 * 2P - I 
(k)2 
Accordingly* for a » we nw© to put 
P • 1-2' , 0 • o i ] \ • -log 2Qf Cx « o t 
Q « — , ,
 t and ? ? « — — in (2.4) . . . ( 2 . 6 ) 
^ 1 - 2 0 ' 1-2Q 
7EBCSEK 2.2 : ?or l~? < 0.51 and 0 1 0.5 
(k) 0c) 
M » a i l i r i « . . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
PRO')? • Proa equation (2.1), we have 
(i m
° f n J * 1 * * ! ? GO] &-*&)] g<x>dx 
Substituting the values of J(x) and g£s) from (i,3)t*ttd 
In view of equation ( l .S) # «e get 
tf * o r . n j l x* [F(x)j [l«?(s)J f Cs)dx p.n 0* 
and hence the tfrftoa&a. 
( 64 ) 
However* It stay be no*ed that the reour^ence relatione 
Ck) for Ojp^ n In th ie caee wi l l be obtained by putting (Khan et e l 
(1983 a ) ) . 
P* • 2P-1, 0* « 20-1 , F { • - log 2 (1 -P) t 
c£ • - log 2 ( i - q ) , P2 " -— t and 
1—Q 
r* » — : f in (2.4) . . . ( 2 .8 ) 
*- r-o 
•PHEOW 2.3 : *>" 1-P Jt 0.5* and p < 0.5 
a 0 0 .
 ( - 4 )
k
a
( k > t 1 ^ ^ . . . (2 ,9) 
* e>*» 
?JWK)F : We have 
Ck) P* v r-1 n-r 
- " o - . - / * * * C^Cf)] &«tf(x)] g(x)dx 
Potting the value of u ( x ) , and g(x) from equation (1 .9) , 
(1.10) and replacing x by «* , and in view equations (1.11), 
and '1 .12) , we get 
(k) k •;•! y. ^ KNT _ r - 1 
Va" W 4 ) ; * £ < * > ] ft-PfeJ] f(x)d* 
* * -
p i 
( 65 ) 
and henae the required moult, 
(k) 
relation ft for a 
from (2,4) by putting 
Here again recurrence rel ti e f  <*r.n can be obtained 
P - 1-20
 f 0 - ! -£? , P ^ - log 20 , 
of - - ion 2P
 t ?j» - ~ , <£ • — . . . (2 ,10) 
*• p«.n p«»0 
REMARK J If w ?ct Q » 0,5 in theorem 2.1 we get W^ J^  * 
li^^ , a repulf- given in theorbo 2 ,2 , Hero the rese-ablacoe 
Tin 
between equations (2,5) end (2,8) may be noted. Aim if m put 
p » 0,5, then a ^ « C-l)k a (k^? , v&ioh in esoenti&Uy 
rjn n~r*ijn 
theoresi 2 ,3 . "'his in In quite agreeaent because conditions 
(2,6), and (2.10) coincide at P • 0,5. 
4.3 RBLA^ ionr? BE? ass?: PIOTCW MO^HT^ o? onwn T ^ I ^ I C * - ? 
3 is 
^he product «ic«ent of the K and .? In given as 
Tin o:n 
^t^) A A * > ,. ^ „ s-r«l 
&-3<y)3 s ( x ) s ^ ) *r te, U r < i i n . . , ( 3 , l ) 







 ( r - l ) ! ( e - r - l ) ! ( a - r ) ! 
?HU0RBM 3.1 ; ?or l -P i 0.5, and Q £ 0 .5, aod o < P. 
n (jtlc) j+k n n _ rv-a 
&(P-P)3 . ^ . . n - ^ D s ( ) (l-en^(2!Wl) 
9i-a**lt»-9r*l$» 
, J s-l n . m n-« (j>2 (k)l 
• (-1) J: ( ) a - e c ) (2P-1) a a 
n"r a m«-r+l:« e-o: 
r-4 n » n-o (3ffe)l 
• E ( )(1-S0) (2P-1) a 
i i r < e X n f n i » 2 . • . (3 .2 ) 
FHa F 5 ftoting that tfoe l l a i t of the Integral oan be brooked 
In three parte as 
P. P, 0 0 0 P. P, P, 
Q^  x Qj^  x Q^  0 o x 
and confloquently from (3.1), »• have 
tf • IjL • 2g • I- . . . ( 3 . 3 ) 
Now, 
( £7 ) 
|l*G<y)] g(x) g&) <3y * • 
?h©r©por©, In vi»w of ooe© I ana after replying x by «* ana 
y by ~yt «• g«t 
JKP-Q)] % - o r , . n ( - D / / *3 y^t"*-^)*- 1 
7 ^ /* y* x;5CF2(y)]i^F2(x)-F2(y)], 
o 
(I-F2CX)] f2(x)f2(r)ay ax 




4*v n n TQ KHI 
Ck,3 >2 
( 68 ) 
^lollasfly, 
-C-l) o„
 ft.n a ( Xl-ao) (2P-i) 
( A y* [FI<y>]*"I>,i'4 ft^Cy)]^ <*><*> 
3 o-p-1 n v+l n-p-i 
(-1) S ( ) (1-2^) (2P-1) 
3 o-l n ta n-ra (j)2 
(-1) ? ( ) a-20> (2P-1) o 
«
 # . . . ( 3 . 5 ) 
And In the l an t , 
r l z 1 
0 £ 
l-ftur^-o^ja/1/^,* 
( 69 ) 
(2-2Q-O**) [ ( W y ) - a-*"*)] 
(a~y- 2+2P) •"* a~y «5y ax 
r-1 n r-t-1 n-r+i*l (j,k)l 
S ( ) (1-20) (2PHL) a 
i«o r - l - l i+11 »-i*i«i t n-r*i*l 
r-1 n m n-o (j tk)l 
• l ( ) (1-2Q) (2?-l) a . . . ( 3 . 6 ) 
?hu», in vlaw of (3.3)t (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) , m gat tha rtsult. 
f^aa raoarranoa relation for product ooaents of order dtatls-
tioa givanby Khan at al (1983b) le 
( j ,k) (3,k) nPg ^ » k ) (3tk) 
a • a — —«—in—mi ( a —a ) 
r,8;n ra0-i;n ( n ^ i ) r f8jn-l r,tt-i:n-l 
k (3,k-l) 
• . — .
 a , U r < B i n. , . (3 .7) (n- a*l) r,e;n 
(j,k) (3+k) 
with a m a , U r i n 
r,r:n r:n 
(j .o) (J) 
a • o 
r,a;n r:n 
(j»k) ^ (3) 




 . . • U H i w 4 . . . ( 3 . 8 ) 
r,n:n-l 1 r^n-l 
( 70 ) 
(3,k)i 
Thus to obtain reourrenot relations for a ,1-1,2, 
r,s;n 
we tapose the re at riot ion 9 contained in (2,5) and (2.6) into 
(3.7) and (3.S) and this in torn gives the prodnot taoaents of 
Lapltwe distribution, 
TIEORBS 3.2 : Por l-P < \5 t and 0 2 3#5 
M - a , l i r < i i n , n ^ 2 . . . (3 .9) 
r.ejn r,i?;n 
PB00F J It i s easy to prove the result und*?r the conditions 
discussed in oase 2. **he reourrenoe relations for a ©an 
r fs:n 
be obtained by putting the values given in (2.3) in (3*7) and 
(3 .8) . 
*!!SORBS 3.3 : Por l-P 2 0.5» and 0 < 0.5, 
(J,k) * * (kf3) 
U * (-4) a , U r < 8 i n •..<3.lo) 
rtf!.a n-s+1, nnr+ltn 
PROOF • l*he proof is straightforward. H©our!?onoe relatione for 
a are given in (3.7) and (3.8) with the condition contained 
r,s;& 
in (2.10). 
{ 71 ) 
Govindarajclu (196C) hag obtained the noons and eovarianoee 
for non-truncated Laplace dietrfbution for n « 2 (X )20« Hare m 
have tabulated -roans and eovarianoee for n • 1(1)10 , 
P - 0.95 (-0.05)0.75, and Q * 0.05(0.05)0.25. ""ho accuracy of 
the oaloulation in enacted by the relatione. 
X "*:•' n Mi:x'(M)fV:i>*pVx:n"nfV:n-i 
n n 
?: l
 C". . . . » n ^ t i . i 
* °" * «•« •
 £
 ^ 1 **l-n " ( r %•!• r %«n^ 
4.4 APPLICATION 
w^o application* of these reaulte have been difntwed. 
(a) TOFmr XOH&L VWEtl'SG 
Truncated distribution* are Deed In finding the conditional 
movents of order statist ice. 
( 72 ) 
The conditional distribution of X8.n given ^ # n • x(r<a) 
aa sivan In chapter I la 
(n-r)[ 
•;n' V:n (•-*•*)! <**>» 
o«»i>»X n*»e 
— . • • IM1 • ! 1 H . l — »W1 — IHIII • ' • •• 1 1 » 1 1 » « ^ V ) # # » ( 4 « 1 } 
[l-FCc)]0"* 
^inoe 
fianoa conditional momenta of Xfl.n given ;V:nx l p obtained 
by putting ? • If Q " ?&)» n * n-r# and r • e-r In Tiaoreaw 2.1, 
2#2» aid 2.5 far different oaees. Alio th© conditional diaferi-
bution of Xp.jj given X>#n » y Cr < a) is siven an 
IN"* P'"P—1 
]>Cx)l IfGrKGt)] 
<»i i . . I . , •» .«—,. . .—•• i .« . .» .» i i • •»»«. f d t ) „
 # # ( 4 # 3 ) 
§> (y V)**1 
?haat the conditional sonant <§ of XJ,*n given <fl.n - y is 
( 73 ) 
obtained by patting n • o - l , r » r , ? • F(y) , c * o In 
th<?o*tm» 2 . 1 , 2,2 and 2.3 for different s i tuat ions , 
(b) BE'!? L M : ^ CHDIAfnSD ESTIMATORS (BUS?) 
g(x) • — « - — o , . , ( 4 . 4 ) 
2 cr(p*Q) 
thsn BI£E of 9 and & for aymstr ic truncation oa^s i.©. whan 
• 1-P, i s contained in chapter 1 as f\ 
0 « - . . . , ( 4 .5 ) 
a* Ai* 
. . . ( 4 . 6 ) 
*her« • • • Clt l # . . . t I ) 
-1 
A • s





 %:n» %:»'••••%:& > .. .C4.7) 
and variance of thans estimators 
(74 ) 
V{e) « — k i l l — . . . (4 .8) 
a' A & 
V((T) « ~ ! . . . (4 .9) 
WW 
.»e have tabulated here the coefficients and va-lanooe of IVUW, 
of location and no ale p&raoeter* for e7^notricr.aiy trunoated 
Loplaoe distribution* A oheok on the ocouraoy of the ooeffioient 
for 0 ie that thety eh0old add upto unity and for (Tthey ehoulrt 
add upto aero. 
/ 
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TABLE OF MEAN AND CQVARIAMCE CONTINUED W ) 
MEAN P S °*85 3* °'05 
! / R -0.2&6B 2 
2 -0,6491. 0.2355 
3 -0,8933 -0.1608 0.4336 
4 -1.0587 -0.3972 0.0756 0.5530 
5 -1.1819 -0.5658 -0.1443 0,2221 0,6357 
6 -1.2788 -0.6973 -0.3028 0,0143 0,3261 0,6976 
7 -1,3578 -0.0050 -0.4281 -0,1358 0,1269 0,4057 0,7462 
8 -1.4237 -0.B959 -0.5324 -0,2543 -0,0173 0,2134 0.4698 0,7857 
9 -1.4799 -0.0742 -0.6219 -0.3533 -0.1306 0.0734 0.2833 0,5231 0.S185 
10 -1,5285 -1.0426 -0,7004 -0,4388 -0,2249 -0,0363 0.1465 0.3420 0,5684 0,8463 
P= 0,85 3s 0,05 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
COVARIANCE 
'N S/R 1 2 3 4 
1 1 0 , 6 1 4 7 
2 1 0 . 5 1 7 4 
2 2 0 , 1 9 5 6 3 . 8 2 0 9 
3 1 0 , 4 5 2 4 
3 2 0.2025 0,2897 
3 3 0 , 0 9 7 9 0 , 1 4 1 4 0 , 2 1 8 7 
4 1 0 , 4 0 3 5 
4 2 0 , 1 9 6 9 0 . 2 7 0 7 
4 3 0 , 1 0 9 3 0 . 1 5 0 3 0 , 1 9 6 8 
4 4 0 , 0 6 0 3 0 . 0 8 2 9 0 . 1 0 9 8 0 , 1 6 9 0 
5 1 0.3636 
5 2 0 , 1 8 9 4 0 , 2 5 9 5 
5 3 0 , 1 1 0 2 0 . 1 5 0 3 0 , 1 8 0 9 
5 4 0 , 0 7 0 2 0 .O955 0 , 1 1 5 9 0 . 1 5 3 7 
5 5 0 . 0 4 1 4 0 . 0 5 6 2 0 , 0 6 8 3 0 . 0 9 1 2 0 . 1 3 8 7 
6 1 0 , 3 3 0 0 
6 2 0,1811 0.2502 
6 3 0.1092 0,1500 0.1744 
6 4 0,0717 0.O980 0,1143 0,1372 
6 5 0,0499 0,0680 0,0794 0,0962 0.1296 
'6 6 0,0303 0.O413 0.0482 0.0584 0.0789 0,1175 
' 1 0,3011 
5 0ll725 0.2411 
3 0,1074 0.1492 0,1716 
4 0,0716 0.O991 0,1139 0.1293 
5 0,0513 0.0707 0.0813 0,0928 0,1136 
6 0,0377 0.0518 0.0595 0,0681 0,0840 0,1137 
, 7 0,0232 0.0319 0.0366 0.0419 0,0515 0,0698 0,1015 
8 1 0,2752 
8 2 0,1639 0.2318 
8 3 0,1050 0,1477 0,1697 
8 4 0,0712 0.0998 0.1145 0.1263 
8 5 0,0513 0.O716 0.0821 0.0908 0,1041 
8 6 0,0391 0.0544 0.0623 0,0691 0,0797 0,0994 
8 7 0.0296 0.O412 0.0471 0.0523 0,0604 0,0756 0,1021 
8 8 0,0183 0,0254 0.0290 0.0322 0,0371 0.0464 0.0626 0,0890 
9 1 0,2545 
9 2 0,1556 0.2226 
9 3 0,1022 0,1455 0,1677 
9 4 0.0706 0.1001 0,1152 0,1256 
'9 5 0,0511 0,0723 0,0830 0.0906 0,0997 
9 6 0,0391 0.O551 0.0632 0.0690 0.0764 0.0891 
9 7 0.0311 0.0437 0,0501 0,0547 0,0607 0,0712 0,0898 
9 8 0.0240 0,0337 0.0386 0.0421 0,0467 0,0549 0.0693 0,0928 
9 9 0.0147 0,0207 0,0237 0.0259 0,0287 0,0336 0,0424 0.0566 0.0788 
10 1 0.2354 
10 2 0.1476 0.2134 
10 3 0,0991 0,1427 0,1653 
10 4 0,0696 0.O999 0,1156 0,1255 
10 5 0,0509 0.0728 0,0840 0.0912 0,0982 
10 6 0,0389 0,0555 0,0639 0,0694 0,0749 0.0834 
10 7 0,0311 0,0443 0,0510 0,0554 0,0599 0,0670 0.O795 
10 8 0.0255 0,0362 0.0416 0,0452 0.0489 0.O549 0,0654 0.0827 
10 9 0.0198 0,0281 0.0323 0.0351 0.0380 0,0426 0,0507 0.0642 0,0851 
10 10 0,0121 0,0172 0,019b 0,0214 0,0232 0,0260 0,0309 0.0390 0,0516 0,0704 
T A S L G OF M E A N A N D C O V A R I A N C E C O N T I N U E D 
- 0 . U ') 2 9 
"•). 4 / 4 ) 
-0,6732 
-0,302? 
- 0 , 8 96 5 
-0,96*6 
- 1 . 0 2 b 2 
-1.0735 
- t . 11 3 2 













. 7 5 6 i 



































06 3 4 
1482 










































































4 4 5 3 
3*01 
1 4 5 3 
2654 
1 3 7 2 
0 7 2 3 
2 2 31 
i 2 4 3 
0 7 57 
') 4 * M 
19 2 0 
i 132 
0/20 
0 4 ^ 
02 96 
16/7 
1 0 3 6 
•) b 7 9 
04 7'-. 




0 & 4 ..i 
0 4 5 5 
0 3*3 
0 2 5 9 
0 1 6 0 
13 20 
0 H 7 b 
0 h ' 5 
04 3 5 
0 3 3 0 
0 2 5 1 
,.'2 01 
0 1 ~> 4 
1 1H5 
0 ii 0 fj 
0571 
0 4 1 7 
:) 317 
0253 
0 2 0 7 
016 1 
, i n Q q 
1 0 7 1 
0 7 4 8 
05 3 9 
0 4 0 0 
0 3 06 












1 9 0 6 
1164 
0 6 7 4 
1716 
1 0 W 9 
0738 
0 4 4 5 
157 7 
1029 
07 2 0 






0 3 9 3 
0 24 3 
1359 
093 5 
0 67 1 
'50 9 
0 4 0 1 
0 30 9 
0 19 0 
1267 
0 8 9 3 
0 650 
0 4 9 3 
03 9 3 
0321 
0249 
j 1 H 4 
0R52 
0 6 3 0 
0 4 B 0 
0 3 8 2 
0 3 1 6 
0 2 M 
0 20 6 
0 1 2 5 
19 4 6 
0 . 1 6 5 4 
o , o y 6 4 
0 . 1 4 1 9 
0 , 0 9 6 9 
0 . 0 5 8 6 
0 . 1 2 P 7 
0 . O 9 O 3 
0 . 0 6 5 6 
0 . 0 4 0 3 
0 . 1 2 0 6 
0 . n 9 6 5 
0 . 0 6 4 2 
0 . 0 4 P 4 
0 . 0 2 ^ 9 
0 . 1 1 4 6 











0.03 0 5 




0 . n 4 6 9 
















0,05 7 4 
0,0442 
0.0272 
























0,0 6 40 
0.0523 
0,0406 








































TABLE OF MEAN AND CU^ARIANCE CONTINUED (89) 
P = 0 . 8 5 J- 0 . 1 5 
* / K I 
2 - o . 3 i ; 7 
3 •J.iJO'.i 
4 - 0 . 6 i 3 ., 
5 • J . o o b i 
b - 0 . 7 * b 1 
7 - o . 7 * 9 •. 
a - ; < . b 2c> 2 
9 - 0 . c: ;> o 4 
0 " " . S f i :.' 
C U V A r1 i A . - Z c 
v S / K i 
2 
•':. i 4 7 7 
•;.. J v o o 
-.'.) H 7 J 
->). Jiiii 
" ,J . ^ ! : •'+ j 
- •.; . '•* / 0 D 
-.I.3J3 * 
- ,. b o 4 / 




u , 1 o 7 3 
0 . 0 u 0 U 
- u .12 7* 
- v . 2 2 3 f> 
-0.209 ,* 
- «J. 3 n J l 
- 0 , 4 i o H 
3 
4 
0 . b ] 3 0 
u . J .i 2 1 
u . 1 27« 
0 . 0 'J 0 U 
-0,0964. 
- 0 . 1 / 3 b 
- u . 2 3 7 7 
4 
5 
0 . b 8 « 3 
0.4043 
0,2236 
u . 0 9 fa 4 
0 , O O O o 

























































































































J -i 0 O 
2 3 2 / 
i / 'V C! 
i > ^ 2 
0 b o 2 
1 4 .< 3 
j o b t) 
j ? 1 1 
0 3 j 6 
i 1 ~> 1 
0 7 t o 
; 3 J 'J 
o J 6 4 
^ 2 2 4 
J 9 .7 j 
0 o 6 0 
0 4 O 1 
0 3 4 2 
o 2 -J 7 
o i ~s 9 
0 !.• J '} 
u b 9 o 
•' 4 / i 
.' J I O 
0 2 'i C 
J J. 9 i 
•j i i d 
J 7 b i.' 
0 5 32 
o j ' . , / 
0 2 - 2 
0 2 3 2 
J 1 9 O 
>.' i 'r 0 
:J O 3 1 
0 3 . 1 
'.»4 0 1 
o j b / 
o / 7 J 
0 2 i / 
..' i 0 v •' 
J 1 b 0 
.' i I 7 
o ; 7 i 
^ 0 9 0 
>.' 4 j « 
•-' j j ) 
o * b b 
^ 2 ..' 3 
-> X b 9 
J \ •'. 'i 
J X t- i 
0 0 9 b 
O u b / 
, ' . 2 3 2 I 
J . Xl'l<* 
:•. i o o 2 
0 . i 4 2 4 
D.'->? 3 7 
0 . O 5 6 1 
0 . 1 2 1 4 
7 . 0 n 2 9 
J . 0 b 9 2 
J . J 3 D 4 
o , 1 0 7 1 
o . o 7 4 '/ 
;;. 05 bi 
J . V 'r 1 ' i 
J . o 2 b 7 
.' . o 9 b 2 
J . w' O * * 
7 . u b I. 2 
'.- . C; 4 0 2 
v . 0 i o 9 
7 , o l 9 l 
•' . v.-b7 2 
.' . ^ 3 j j 
o . o 4 7 o 
, . J i 7 J 
J . J 3 0 9 
- . 0 2 4 0 
0 . 0 H B 
j . o 7 J 6 
* . o b 9 0 
j > o '* 4 9 
7 . 0 3 b / 
•-<. o 2 y b 
> . J2 4 6 
J . o 1 ? 2 
J . u i 1 7 
0 . o / i 0 
- . ; b b j 
. - . , ; 4 2 b 
. ' . . ' J J 6 
j . v' 2 / 9 
•.' . .' 2 i i 
J • o 2 0 1 
o . o .1 5 / 
^ . 0 0 9 b 
O . ] 7 -ib 
0 . 1 4 2 4 
o . o y b b 
0 . 1 1 5 4 
0 . <J 8 2 9 
0 . 0 b o 9 
0 , 0 9 9 1 
0 , u 7 > 7 
.<. o 5 b J 
0 . 0 3 4 2 
0 . 0 o i> 7 
0 . 0 o o 5 
o , o b 2 3 
0 . 0 4 0 2 
o . 0 2 4 b 
0 . 0 * 5 1 4 
0 , o o l 4 
0 . 0 4 « 7 
u . 0 3 9 7 
o , 0 3 0 9 
0 . 0 1 9 0 
0 . (' 7 5 7 
0 . 0 b 7 b 
0 , 0 4 5 7 
0 . 0 3 7 b 
0 . 0 i 1 b 
0 . u 2 4 b 
o . 0 1 b 0 
o . o / o b 
o . 'J b 4 b 
u . u 4 3 3 
o . 'J 3 b b 
u . o 3 G b 
u . u 2 3 7 
o . o 2 0 1 
o , o l 2 i 
0 . J 4 0 3 
0 . 1 2 1 4 
0 . 0 7 4 6 
0 . 0 9 9 1 
u . o 7 4 7 
0 . 0 4 f> 1 
0 . 0 8 4 3 
0 , 0 6 6 5 
0 , o 5 1 2 
0 . 0 3 1 6 
0 . 0 7 b 0 
0 , i > 5 9 7 
o . 0 4 w 7 
0 . 0 3 7 9 
o . 0 2 3 2 
0 . 0 b b 9 
0 . 0 5 4 8 
0 , 0 4 b 3 
0 . 0 3 7 8 
0 . o 2 9 5 
o . o 1 h 0 
o , 0 6 4 5 
0 , 'v b 1 3 
'->. u 4 2 4 
0 . 0 3 6 1 
o . o 3 0 b 
0 , 0 2 3 b 
0 , 0 1 4 4 
0 . 1 1 6 7 
0 , 1 0 7 1 
0 . 0 6 6 0 
0 . 0 8 8 7 
0 , 0 b b 4 
0 , 0 4 2 1 
0 . 0 / 5 0 
0 , 0 6 1 4 
0 , 0 4 7 « 
0 , 0 2 9 2 
0 . 0 6 5 9 
0 , 0 5 4 8 
0 , 0 4 5 7 
0 . 0 3 5 7 
0 . 0 2 1 / 
0 , o b 0 0 
0 . G 4 9 o 
0 , 0 4 2 4 
u , 0 3 5 b 
0 , 0 2 7 9 
0 , 0 1 b y 
o . o y y i 
0 , 0 y b 2 
0 . 0 5 9 0 
0 . 0 8 1 4 
0 . 0 6 3 3 
0 , 0 3 8 7 
0 . 0 6 8 9 
0 . 0 5 7 6 
0 . 0 4 4 y 
0 , 0 2 / 3 
0 , 0 6 0 0 
0 . 0 5 1 3 
0 . 0 4 3 3 
0 , 0 3 3 b 
0 , 0 2 0 3 
0 , 0 8 5 8 
0 . 0 8 7 2 
0 . 0 5 3 2 
0 . 0 7 5 7 
0 . 0 5 9 0 
0 . 0 3 5 7 
0 , 0 7 5 0 
0 . 0 7 9 6 
0 . 0 4 8 1 0 . 0 6 6 3 
0 . 0 6 4 5 
0 . 0 5 4 5 
0 . 0 4 2 5 
0 . 0 2 5 5 
0 . 0 7 0 8 
0 . 0 5 5 1 
0 . 0 3 3 1 
0 , 0 7 3 0 
0 , 0 4 3 8 0 . 0 5 9i 
COEFFICIENTS AND VARIANCES OF SLUE 
OF LOCATION AND SCALE PARAMETERS 










































































































































































0,0013 O . J t d p 
0,0267 0- .52&3 















- 0 . 
- 0 . 
-o, 
- 0 , 
- 0 . 
- 0 , 
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13 2 0 
8 1 2 5 
5 6 9 6 
4 0 4 3 
2 8 4 0 
8 1 0 
0 . 
0 . 
8 4 7 2 
6 1 6 8 
0 . 4 5 5 8 
0 , 8 7 6 0 
0 , 6 5 7 1 


































































































2 8 1 0 
17 3 5 
0 9 2 5 
1 2 2 5 
0 7 a 5 
0 4 5U 
0 9 4 2 
0 6 2 0 
0 4 3 3 
0 2 6 5 
0 7 6 1 
»5 I 9 
0 3 7 7 
0 2 3 0 
3 1 7 4 
J 6 3 3 
0 4 4 6 
0 3 2 9 
0 2 5 6 
0 1 9 / 
•J I 12 
0 5 3 1 
• ) 3 s y 
0 2 -»2 
02 3 0 
01.87 
0 i 4 o 
0 'J 9 U 
0 4 5 3 
0 3 '4 •+ 
0 2 b 2 
0 2 0 7 
03 7 1 
0 1 r 3 
0 ;l 1 2 
0 0 6 b 
0 4 . ' •;• 
0 3 o o 
0 2 3 7 
0 1 b b 
0 1 b o 
U 1 3 3 
0 1 I 3 
o o b b 
0053 
0 3 b h 
0 2 7 b 
0 2 Lo 
0 1 7 1 
0 1 * 3 
0 12 3 
J 1 J 7 
0 0 9 1 
0 0 7 1 
0 0 4 3 
P= 0 , 8 5 
5 
3= 0 . 2 0 
7 1 0 
0 . 2 0 3 6 
0 . 1 4 6 7 
0 . 0 8 6 7 
0 . 1 1 0 7 
0 . 0 7 / 5 
0 . J 4 / 5 
0 . 0 b 9 7 
0 . u 6 5 3 
7 . 0 4 9 6 
0 . 0 3 0 1 
0 , 0 71> 1 
0 , 0 5 b 3 
0 . 0 4 3 8 
J . :) 3 3 6 
D.0 2 0a 
0.0564 
0.0497 
o , o 3 0 i 
0.0319 
0.0248 
0 . 0 .1 b 3 
").')58 8 
0.0447 
0 . 0 3 b 4 
'>. 0 2 9 2 







0 . 0 2 2 B 
'<. 0 ]. 9 3 
0 . 0 1 5 1 
o. o u y i 
0.0^76 
0.0373 
o . o 2 9 8 
o .024 7 
0.0212 
0 . J 1 b 4 
0.0157 
0.0122 
0 . 0 0 / i 
0.1574 













0 . o 2 0 H 
0. 0594 





o . 0 4 3 1 





0 . u 4 9 6 
0 . 0 3 9 7 
0 . u 3 2 tf 
0.02 81 
0.0246 
0 . 0 2 0 B 
0 .016 2 












o 5 0 3 
0 4 2 0 
0329 o 
0.0 15b 0.0200 
0.05 3 7 













0 4 0 3 
0 3 4 fa 
0301 
0256 


















0 4 2 2 































0,0 4 39 0,0601 
0654 
0508 
0 3 0 3 
0.06 7 0 
0,0 3 99 0.0534 
TABLE OF MEAN AND COVARIANCE CONTINUED 
N/K 
1 
































-0,0208 0.2924 0,b752 
-0.1199 0.1279 0.4020 0 
-0.1898 0.0199 0.2359 0 
-0.2 126 -0.057B 0.1235 0 
-0.28 43 -0.1173 0.0 413 0 
-0.3184 -0,1650 -0.0221 0 












8 3 5 9 
6 0 4 9 
4 4 6 8 
3 3 1 5 
10 
8 6 8 9 
6 5 0 1 
0 . 4 9 6 1 
0 , 8 9 6 3 
0 . 6 8 8 6 0 . 9 1 9 3 








































































































1 3 4b 
0 7 6 8 
0 8 9 7 
0 6 0 4 
336b 
06 61 
0 4 6 7 












0 0 96 
0 3 52 












0 0 3 1 
0052 
02 59 





0 0 3 7 






0 1 0 5 
J033 
ao32 
0 u 7 0 





























0 27 0 
0 2 31 
0196 
o 1 5 3 
009 3 












u 1 6 5 
0 14 6 















0 . 0 3 6 9 
0.0289 
0 .017 7 
0456 
0 3 7 8 
0 3 2 4 























0. 0 3 71 
0.0613 
0.0514 
0 . 0 4 0 3 
0.0246 












































































-0.2334 0.39* 0,4564 -0.0104 06 
1 Mil 
. . * •© 
•J.0192 -0i67J4 *0 



























































S:SflS 8:»i?i 0.0944 
Oil833 0 ,1187 
0.0674 0,5779 0,0990 




















•sill Mitt 0.0161 
0,0683 
urn urn 0,0496 
mi M i \M\ wu I.UH 
TABLE 3F *KAN AND COVARU^CE CONTINUED (9*1) 





















1 - 0 
. 1 7 4 9 
, 1 4 6 4 0 , 3 3 5 5 
.3396 0.0468 0.4318 
.4759 -0.1352 0.1681 
.5805 -0.2669 -0.0034 
,6645 -0.3703 -0,1291 














2 6 -0,0297 0.1631 0.3711 0,6148 
•0, til -0.1252 0.0461 0.2212 0,4139 0.640? 























































































































0 , 1 0 3 4 
0 j0747 
0 . 0 5 5 3 
0 , 0 4 2 3 
0 . 0 3 3 0 
0 .0245 
0 0 U 4 
0 , 0 9 9 2 
0 l 0 7 M 
0 > 5 4 9 
0 .0424 
0 ,0336 





























P* 0 . 6 0 Q> 0 , 1 0 
5 6 7 
0 . 0 9 4 9 
MM 















0 , 0 5 1 5 








0.0285 . . . 
0.0166 0.0 •••fit 
0 , 0 5 5 
0 , 0 4 
0 . 0 2 B o j o j o l 0,0396 
TABLE Of *KAN AND COVARIANCE CONTINUED (95) 
MEAN 
















• 0 . 4 0 4 3 






. . ,0609 
•0 .1120 
0 . 5 6 7 6 
0 . 2 0 4 3 





















































0 , 0 7 9 9 
0 ,0091 
0 , 0 9 4 2 
2.2«JJ 
0,0744 
0.0420 0 , 
0.0327 0 , ^ - , 
o!oi4l olot1 
l:M|r 
0 . 0 2 5 
0 , 0 1 9 
0 , 0 6 5 4 
0 ,0501 0 , 0 5 8 9 I'M ml 
8:8111 kUU 0,0194 
0.0107 
P» O.eO 9m 0 . 1 5 















 mi 0,640* 
l-M 0.0396 













































































































































































































































































0 0 3 9 
0316 
0246 









































































































































































0 . 0 3 U 
• 7 J - a f W - i y f i 4 20 « 42 s 3 6 . 84 Pxqz 2 
COEFFICIENTS AMD VARIANCES OF BLUE 
OF LOCATION AMD SCALE PARAMETERS 
Pa 0.80 3= 0.20 
M EST YAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 THETA 0.0239 0.5000 0.5000 
2 SIGMA 0.1119 -1.8598 1,8598 
3 THETA 0.0153 0.4401 0,1199 0,4401 
3 SIGMA 0.0485 -1,2398 0.0000 1,2398 
4 THETA 0.0111 0,4079 0,0921 0,0921 0.4079 
4 SIGMA 0.0291 -1,0087 -0,0573 0,0573 1.0087 
5 THETA O.O0S5 0.3931 0.0596 0,0946 0.0596 0.3931 
5 SIGMA 0.0200 -0.8865 -0,0648 0,0000 0,0648 0,8865 
6 THETA 0.0068 0.3877 0.0349 0,0774 0,0774 0.0349 0.3877 
6 'SIGMA 0.0148 -0.8121 -0.0566 -0,0289 0.0289 0.O566 0.8121 
7 THETA 0.0056 0.3868 0.0192 0.0550 0.0779 0.0550 0.0192 0,3868 
7 SIGMA 0.1116 -0.7628 -0.0459 -0.0380 0.0000 0,0380 0.0459 0,7628 
8 THETA 0.0048 0,3882 0,0100 0,0357 0,0661 0,0661 0,0357 0.O10Q 0,3882 
8 SIGMA 0.0093 -0,7281 -0,0368 -0,0371 -0.0174 0.0174 0.0371 0,0368 0,7281 
9 THETA 0.0041 0.39O5 0,0048 0,0218 0.0500 0,0658 0.0500 0,0218 0,0048 0,3905 
9 SIGMA 0.0077 -0,7024 -0,0298 -0,0326 -0.0249 0.0000 0,0249 0,0326 0,0298 0,7024 
10 THETA 0.0035 0.3932 0,0021 0,0126 0.0349 0.0571 0,0571 0,0349 0,0126 0,0021 0.3932 « 
10 SIGMA 0.0065 -0.6827 -0,0246 -0,0275 -0,0262 -0,0115 0,0115 0,0262 0,0275 0,0246 0,6827 w 
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0.1850 
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Pit 0.75 3a 0.05 
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CHAPTER T 
mmvm OP OI?I»R jTATurPUs mm mimkhi2%ii 
#1 itrpRODWrrion 
Joahl and Balakriahnan (1981) have obtained 
relatlm for the fatalljr of distribution aafel**fyiQg the oon&ltiott 
f*oo • -« f&> ...a.!) 
where fix) le the fi*at derivative of f CO w*r,%#x« florae! 
and balf-noraal a n two <U*trtbutioao of thir, fatally. It aey 
be noted here that aoxoal diet ribut ion la a ejmetrio f mat ion 
wheraaa half-oomaX la not eyanetrio* 
How oonalder tha general ieed gaotaa dietribtttion, with pdf 
f fe) - o **"* o * ^ ? . r , P > * , U f t ...<1.2) 
«neia o la a norealiaittg ooaatant* Further aetnaee that r la 
known and for * lap! laity put r » I, than tha pdf redooet to 
f C*> • o a " ^ • P
 t p > o» * 2 • .••(1.3) 
( l i t ) 
If we differentiate (1*3) «*r«t, r, we gat 
f •(*> » -P p ^ * f (*)• p > o» x > o . . . (1 .4) 
In thia chapter, tha recurrence relations for generalised 
gaapaa dietrlbution between moments of order statittios have 
baaa obtained and It haa been shown here that tha results 
obtalnad by Jaeht and Dalakrishnan (1982) arc dlreot oones queriess 
of oor result a. Sons othar particular onsen are also dlooaesed. 
?ha result of thia obepter la contained In Khan and Khan 
(1983). 
we shall bars ba establishing few results for arbitrary 
and apaoif lo continuous dietributione. 
Let (k) k 
rjn T # n 
*»* « " S ( X5 x*.n ) aa daf inad In chapter I, 
r«e;n rjn "* 







%•:!* * °* 
lEWtk 2.1; For any arbitrary distribution, 
(3.o) (3) 
a - o i U r < i i n . . . (2 .1) 
r.ejn r;n 
PROOF : % hat*» from tho definition
 9 
(3.o) 3 o 3
 w (3) 
a • B (X X ) • E ( X )• a 
r»«:n r:» •;» rtn r;» 
IBfTtt 2*2; For any aititrajy continuous distribution. 
S ( ) o • £ X ( ) ( fc " 
o-r*l m-X r»ata i«a e"r+l n-m-r »-r-l l,s»n 
B (3) CO 
V a - <* t U r . i«>4. U aj& o-r . . . (2 .2) 
PROOF ; Considsr too integral 
( 108 ) 
&-?<sr>] tb)t<r)txaf ...(2.3) 
A M e* -
*•••" <*>*)! {»-»•) [fa-D! 
/ y* EWPGT)] f(sr) «sr 
( ) a a 
« vlorm Urn 
$lno»t 
• C C*#y) : - • • < * * * < • • ! 
E»no« X can b« acpvtsmA as 
I -
 *1 • h •.•(2.4) 
(109 ) 
where 
BL«P(y)] t(x)f Or) 47 a*. «*• < x < y < ~ . . . (2 .5) 
and 
00 M> X^X 
jr. - o# / / x* y* [POO] | ^ C t ) ] 2
 r ,«:n - • y 
[ I - F ( 7 > ] f &)f (y) a x $ y » - » < y < x < « . . . (2 .6) 
We oan writ* 
ll-FOc)] » r. ( ) (P<y)-?Gc>]x [l-P(y)3 
i^o 1 
substituting tho value of [UF(X) 1 in (2.5), we get 
n-o-r a-*vl*-l (3#k) 
J, • 2 ( ) a 
1
 to Tptt-1 r#**i*i:n 
n-«*i n-a (j fk) 
- X ( ) o 
0*r»l a-4 r ,e ;n 
similarly, we oan write 
r—i r-4. i> l i r-»i-i 
[?<*)] - £ ( ) [F(y)] [P6t)-F(y)l 
i*^ e i 
( no ) 
substituting thtut valu«« in (2.6), m m% 
«^ 4 «•* ,»«*-q««l F*eHk4 (kt3) J « » £ £ ( ) ( ) « 
* *«w ,**•»
 % »~i«i. (k,5> £ 2 t ) f ) o 
Irtl §^r*l am** #-*«fc i fs£a 
Putting tlit values of Jj: mad J2 in (2.4), we sat ttie d«sist& 
vtiNilt. Far J * k * l , tt» remit ham b#*n •artefeii*t>«4 by 
JOffhl an-1 BilaJa-iabnan (1902). 
fflBCHOM 2.1. For any oontinuou* distribution with 
f »&) » -pp x f (*) t x > 0 . . . . (2 .7) 
•WH' • l i^P '^P 
ii (to-pn,p-i) Ck-pH) (k-p) 
a (k«p*i,p-l) 
• X « . . , ( 2 « 8 ) 
PROOF • w^ h o w 
( m ) 
( k ) ** lr *"•& **•* 
a • o„*n / « &(*)] Ow(*>] f (x) *c 
*m~lm f x^ [?&)] S-rfe)] f»(x)ax 
• p o 
invfcwof (2.7) . . . (2 .9) 
( * • * ) ! ( » » * ) ! 
Xitfc«gs?aUng (2.9) t*y pa**» by t*»afelag f »&) ?o* Integration 
and tb© *»»fc of Integrand tfo* dl£flauntiationt w» !»* 
(it) (**#•*) (fe*p) 
o ^ . ~ « * J X . j 2 . . . (2 .10) 
. . £ * ! * » . /" **** poof* [WOD]1 




32 m 3&£ / x [ffe)] f-?<x)] 
o 
**&) ax . . .(2.12) 
'2 
* :p 0 
!*»t« tkat , 
(112 ) 
fr/ jr^f&Oajr- ffe) ...(2.13) 
?hu« in v*#w of (2.11) and (2A3) 
3X - C*-i) a ^ / / * y ^ [Pfefl B-F<x)l 
f(1) tty) ay te 
Tow jl-F(x)] can bt exs>v»flst& a» 
nnr EMP a** 1 n-r-1 
[i-#(x)i - z ( > (?<y)-p<x)] B-Ffr)] ..,(2.14) 
i*btv«Poi»9 
a** Oc-p+l,?**) « (te-p+l»p~i) 
Also, In vlovv of (2.12), (2.13) arm (2.U), ..0 ha*» 
n-r-l (le-p+l,j>-l) a (k^H,©-!) 
J,, * £ o * r, a 
** i«© r,r**i+l;a SFT+1 r,»;n 
Stibetittitlng tt» valet* of ^ ana J2 ia (2.1 >), on» g«%a 
M B * «r,r:a "—%T~ *rln *J^ «*-!,•:» 
a Cfcn^tP-*) 
£ ar,©:a 
( U3 ) 
(k-9+i,p*4) a (it-p+l,p-4) (k«p*l) (k*p) 
O y Ct • £ tf • in mi i n m Q 
*trSft a**** *#• !» ;? * :a 
a (k-p*i,p-l) 
• £ It 
•Rr r- l#aja 
a (k-p+l,p-l) <k«^n) (fc*p> a (k«^H,p-4) 
or £ o • • '• ••'••-' a • ?: a 
s"* rf»;a f$ rjn n»r r-l,e:n 
ana banc* th« rewuit. 
R&ffAlK • f^c© rofflttlt 1» valid for x <o If f GO lnaa avan 
function. 
^K mrasum 2.1 ; Dtodav tha oooditian (2#?)» 
a (k«pHfp-4) (k-p*l) (k-*>) (k-$>*X) (p-t) 
K a * •miiaii.li'i -i a • a a a 
a « 4 r f « : n P|> rttx r-l>4> i ; i 
.•.<2.15> 
PROOF • Putting © * 1, 3 * fc-p+1, k » p«&« and r • *-4 
in rotation (2.2), «a gat 
a (k-p*ltp«4) » 4 (HUk-p*l) (k-p+l) (p«4) 
S o • £ a «na a 
a** r-l,«:n i"fc i f ^ a r*i:n-4 i ; l 
• ..(2.16) 
Adding (2.16) and (2.8), m gat 
( IH ) 
a <*-£•* tP-4) (fc«p*i) Oc-p) (k-p+1) (p-i) 
2 a *• •! ••••• • a • » a a 
*«4. (jH>fk-p*l) 
* £ « . ...(2.17) 
It im bo not#d h©-• that 
*-4 Ck-t*H,p-3L) *»l (p*4t k-p*l) £ a • E a 
"tmst we hav», 
n (fc-p+l9p«l>.) (fc-p+1) fe-p) (to-s>H) (p-l) 
K a • «••«•>•*«• s • n 8 a 
«-l r fo:n ftp r;n r-Ua<4 l ; l 
• • . 
5,3 $**€ nOTc?r>n 
( i ) Put p • j t p • 2 , ifc»n (2.7) wducee to 
f«C*) • - x f(x> 
a conUtion oonnldaxwd by Toehl ana Balakrlnhoan (1931) fe* 
noraol and half-noraal dletribtitiona, 
( U ) Put p « l , » • l # than 
f(x) * •*"* (an axponanfclal attr ibution) 
(115 ) 
Froa (2,0), m hwm 
n (kto) (k~l) a (k»o> 
K a " k a • £ a 
n»r r,a;n *•» IPV r-l»stn 
'his in view of loam 2.1, r«auoeo to 
v (k) (ic-X) % (k) 
Oa-r*i) a * k a • ( n - r * l ) a .#.(3.1) 
r:» r:» r-i;n 
tToing th« ^oourr»nc« relation CD&Tid C19S1)) 
(k) (k) (k) 
(rv-r) a * r o * n a
 #..(3«2) 
v (k) , fc (k) (k) 
or (n-«*i) a • (is4) « • n a . . . (3 .5) 
*-i;n r;» r - i ;»4 
<k)
 k (k-1) <fc) 
a * « a • a • .. .(3»4) 
rja u rjo r-i:»-i 
in view of (3.1) and (3.3). 
This relation wat sivin by Joohi (1978) and £haii at al (1963a)» 
Alao, f*on (3.1) at k» 1 
( 116 ) 
1 
'ia&arly* 
w w m m — Vara • Va :n (ft*^ > 
• • » 
* • i 
• • • 
<*!:» ~ a©:n « ~ ~ ~ ...C3.5) 
a 
Adding (3.5 ) f of tor noting ttafe a^*n » o , w g n 
r I 
0" « • £ I'""'— •"•'"HI. 
1 - a
 (ft-lH) 
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ABSTfRAO? 
Tho work contained la t h i s thes i s ie $ptm& over in f ivt 
chapter*, 4 ooraprehenflive bibliography has hero given in the 
end, which «e have sratefui iy consulted from different oooroeo 
during our r**ooaroh# 
Chapter I, i* on introductory chapter in which we have 
developed floao concept* which say ho hoipfui to gra«p «he 
idea* contained in *ub*equ*nt chapters. 
In chapter I I , general result a for eingie and produot 
aosonto of order otatiartioo fro« non-^runocred nod floubly-
trenaattd Seibull dl*trShot ion havo hoon obtained* which can 
ho need to obtain wmonfee of order s tat is t ic® for posi t ive a* 
soli a* negation orders and for aooonto of quotient, ratio 
and prodeot of too order statistics of varying orders. 
In chapter nx § a method for obtaining single and product 
taononts of order statistic® drawn from eysno trio ally truncated 
(Q * t-P) Xogintio distribution haw hoon obtained and tbo 
method to oaloulat* mam, covarlanoee and righto for Beat 
( 2 ) 
Linear tftblaeed etiaator* <&UE) and their varianoeo ha?» 
been dieoBeaed, 
la chapter If, eingla and product amenta of order etatie-
tioa In randoa eaaplee drawn fro© doubly-trunoated ioplaoe 
distribution in tern* of aoawnta of exponential dietrlbutlon 
have tiaati obtained. 
Aluo, the iaan« and oovarlanoee have bean tabulated for 
n * 1(1)10, Q - 0,05(0,05)0,25 ana P • 0.95 (-0.05)0.75 and 
coefficients and variance* of BIAS of location and aoale 
paraneters are given for aywetrloally truncated diet ribut ion 
( o • i-p ). 
Finally in the laat obapter, «a hswa considered generalised 
gaana distribution and have obtained raourrcnoe relatione 
between aoaents of order statistics and It has been ehoan bare 
that the requite obtained by Joehi and Balakriahnaa (1962) 
are direct ooneequenosp of oar results. Soiae lraportant 
deductions are alao pointed oat. 
